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This Is The Deal
Audioarts Engineering manufactures a complete

line of audio consoles for every size radio station and
market.

Like the brand new RD -I 2/20 series-the latest
in digital technology. Fully modular with three stereo
busses, analog and digital inputs and outputs and
hot-swappable modules.

Or the R- 17: a modular design in a compact
mainframe with everything you demand in a broadcast
console: muting, tallies, machine control, rackmount
power supply-and more.

The R-5: 12 inputs with dual source channels,
exclusive Simple Phone TM telco interface, full function
tape remote and more-all in an affordable package.

R-60: The # I selling console in the U.S. Fully
modular for any combination of modules, superb audio
performance, LED illuminated switches, dual inputs on
each channel and a wealth of complete features
engineered by the Wheatstone design team.

From on -air to production, we have a console
to fit your needs with no compromise in quality
or performance.

And These Are The Dealers
Broadcast Supply Worldwide Crouse-Kimzey: RF Specialties: Southampton, PA
Tacoma, WA Colorado Springs, CO Concord, CA Phone: 888-260-9298
Phone: 800-426-8434 Phone: 800-257-6233 Phone: 888-737-7321 Fax: 215-322-4585
Fax: 800-231-7055 Fax: 719-392-8879 Fax: 925-687-9991 Email:

Email: info@bswusa.com Email: ledwards@proaudio.com Email: newbro@ix.necom.com harrylarkin@compuserve.corn

Broadcasters General Store Lynn, IN Santa Barbara. CA Pittsburgh, PA

Ocala. FL Phone: 877-223-2221 Phone: 800-346-6434 Phone: 724-733-1994

Phone: 352-622-7700 Fax: 765-874-2540 Fax: 805-682-5170 Fax: 724-327-9336

Fax: 352-629-7000 Email: bpike@proaudio.com Email: rfsca@aol.com Email: rfogub.net

Email: bgs@atlantic.net Annapolis, MD Valparaiso, FL Amarillo, TX
S.C.M.S. Phone: 800-955-6800 Phone: 800-476-8943 Phone: 888-839-7373

Pineville. NC
Phone: 800-438-6040

Fax: 410-754-9999
Email: kkaras@proaudio.com

Fax: 850-729-2744
Email: rfoffl@aol.com

Fax: 806-373-8036
Email: rfstx@compuserve.com

Fax: 704-889-4540 Fort Worth, TX Kearney. MO Seattle, WA

Email: sales@scmsinc. com Phone: 800-433-2105 Phone: 800-467-7373 Phone: 800-735-7051
Fax: 972-623-2800 Fax: 816-628-4508 Fax: 206-937-8544
Email: mbradford@proaudio.com Email: rfmo@sky.net Email: jerryhilfraicsi.com

Tel: 252-638-7000 Fax: 252-637-1285
E-mail: sales@wheatstone.com

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
A Division of Wheatstone Corporation
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Digital audio delivery.
Available in S, M, L and multi -market sizes.

Whether you need a standalone digital storage system for a single, small radio station

or the ability to share audio and data among multiple stations in various markets, we've

got a solution that'll fit like a glove. Take a good lock at DAD,,o32 from ENCO Systems.

It's powerful, flexible and modular, designed to support you no matter what your

application. DADpro32 works in live assist, automation, production and news. Integrate

scheduling, billing, news and audio delivery. It's easy with the powerful ENCO DAD,,o32.

And ask us how you can share your resources among any number of stations-efficiently,

effectively and easily. DADp,o32 make a perfect fit. Try us on for size.

800-622-0022  www.harris.com

I

lay, produce scheoule and
share audio with multiple stations

from your FRC° DAD,,,,,32
workstation.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK SUPPORT

TIRRIS
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All th

VAULTXPRESS° gives you
AudioVAULT5 power starting at
ONLY Szoo/MONTH with
features such as:

Designed specifically for
smaller radio operations.

Complete modular design
allows users to pick and
choose the applications they
want to purchase for their
unique environment.

Works with off -the -shelf sound cards.

Tight security feature to protect data from
malicious users.

Office application compatible.

Strong documentation and help files.

Play lists can be administered locally or remotely.

Works with standard computer hardware.

Complete automation, satellite or live -assist.

On -screen voice -track editor.

Drag -and -drop program log building and editing.

Edit a program log while it's on -the -air.

Integrates with existing billing software.

Program scheduling tools.

Audio and text management tools.

Live assist and station automation tools.

Reliable audio archiving.

Supports rapid voice tracking.

Complete on -air copy management solution.

In-depth on -site training and off -site classroom instruction.

uncle
Starting below
$200 I MONTH!

VAULTXPRESSEk knocks your competition out of the "radio ring" by

empowering you to sound like the heavyweights without having to

pay a heavyweight price!

VAULTXPRESS® manages all your radio studio needs in a single non-

proprietary PC -driven environment - combining production. automation,

news, voice tracking, satellite feet interfaces, audio previewing,
voice recording applications z...nd Internet technologies. VAULTXPRESS®

is built around world renowr.ed AudioVAULT® technology, so your
small radio operation will compete with the heavyweights without
paying a big price!

VAULTXPRESSe offers:
Same AudioVAULT" Software Without the Price!
VERY User Friendly Interfaces
Pick and Choose the Studio Software You Need
Competitive Upgrace Packages
Completely Open System Design - NO PROPRIETARY HARDWARE!
Seamless Integration With Traffic and Music Systems
Includes Software and Com uters!
In -Depth Training a 1pport

CALL 888-232-3268
TODAY

FOR A LIVE
DEMONSTRATION!

VAULT Limited Time Offer:
xpriEss Fax back this page to (217) 224-5629 or

call (888) 232-3268 TODAY!

VAULTXPRESS Starting Below $200/Month:
Name:

Phone number:

Company/Station:
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Viewpoint

A time to act (or not)

In May, I broached the subject of an improper use of
EAS, specifically, Amber Alerts. I received some com-
ments about my remarks, most supporting my view

that, in general, EAS works and that it should strictly be
used for matters of emergency or danger to the public.
I also cited the effectiveness of EAS during the tornado
that struck Parson, KS, in late April.

In situations such as tornadoes, any delay in relaying
information can result in disaster. One major advantage
of EAS is that it can react almost instantly to an event.
This instantaneous reaction also means that a mistake
can be relayed just as quickly, but such errors can be

easily controlled.
So what determines whether a sit-

uation warrants an EAS activation?
Your state and local area operational
plans should outline most of this. If
not, don't complain about your plan;
take action and get it updated. In
instances not covered by your plan, a
snap judgment may be necessary.
Why am I bringing this up? During

the U.S. Open on June 18, a Tampa
TV station interrupted the golf broad-
cast with a weather alert. From a golf

fan's point of view, the timing was awful. Just as Tiger
Woods was making his final putt, the local station
interrupted with a weather warning. A waterspout had
been spotted over Tampa Bay. (A waterspout is basically
a weak tornado that occurs over water.)

Like a tornado, a waterspout's course is unpredictably.
Although they typically do not come onto land, it is

possible. This break in programming was not welcomed
by the viewers, and the station was flooded with tele-
phone calls. The next day, the general manager of the
station apologized for the interruption and the station's
error in judgment. The general manager felt that the
weather department could have waited a few minutes
before breaking in. However, a significant amount of
damage could have occurred in just a few minutes.

This situation is an excellent example of the broadcast
station's ability to promptly inform the public of inclement
weather. The station did the right thing and informed the
public immediately in a situation where time was a critical
factor. Certainly, many viewers were disappointed about
not seeing the final shot, but they would have been even
more disappointed if the waterspout had become a
severe situation that destroyed their homes.

Whether or not the waterspout actually caused dam-
age is irrelevant. Here in Kansas City, we have severe
weather, tornado watches and tornado warnings on a
regular basis, especially in the spring. One evening
last May, when the weather was severe, I noticed
which stations were relaying information and which
were not. Now I know which stations to tune in for
timely weather information.

Each station should determine what action to take for
a variety of events. The responsibility should be taken
seriously and should not be abused. Alerting the listening
audience for every event - major or minor - is like
sending all of your e-mail messages with a high -priority
tag. In time, no one will pay attention.

In contrast, breaking programming for the weather alert
was the right decision to make, according to the station
personnel. The general manager's apology for interrupt-
ing the broadcast did not improve the station's image.
More likely, he further eroded the credibility of the
weather department.

Many people have become complacent in their listening
and viewing habits. They want what they want when they
want it. Missing a final shot in a golf match will not affect
anyone's lives in the long run. Missing a weather alert, in
contrast, can be deadly.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

IINMillksEsPoNst

E-mail:
breAtax:dio@intertec.com

.913/967-1905
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Engineering

Repair or replace?
By Kirk Harnack

When equipment fails, engineers repeatedly face
the same decision: repair or replace. Rookies
often anguish over this dilemma. Experienced

engineers tend to be more decisive. Quick decisions are
usually valid as long as we pause occasionally to consider
our assessment process.

How many factors surround the decision to repair a
broken piece of gear or simply buy a new one? The obvious
list -toppers might include cost to replace versus repair,
time available to repair, availability of repair parts, prior
experience repairing this equipment, and likelihood of
estimated repair actually solving the problem.

The decision to repair or replace is influenced by many factors.

other issues that hear on the repair replace decision
include pride in your repair skills, the availability of
required test equipment and the complexities of install-
ing a different, inexact replacement. Additional consider-
ations are the experience of others regarding the difficul-
ty of a successful repair, arranging for factory repair and
even station politics.

Whatever your considerations, the decision can be
placed in an overall context using this goal: to re -enable
effective broadcast operations with the most reliability at
the best cost within the time dictated by the equipment's
failure impact.

Getting started
une ut the most Lutttentious factors in deciding to repair

or refurbish has to do with our own experience, or lack
thereof, with a given piece of broken gear. This is especially
true for consumer or semipro equipment. Much of this
equipment is not constructed to be serviceable; it is

designed to be discarded and replaced upon failure. How-
ever, if a repair can be effected quickly, then even some
"throwaway gear should be considered for repair.

Many experienced engineers set a replacement -cost
rule of thumb. If a piece of gear costs less than $200 to

$300 to replace and it cannot be repaired in an hour or
less in-house. then it's likely headed for the junk pile. It
is not worth the time, trouble and uncertainty to attempt
a repair. Naturally, exceptions to this rule abound. If the
unit is under warranty, let the dealer or factory repair or
replace it. If the equipment is desperately needed and
a little more work can revive it, then do so. However, it's
not likely to be cost-effective to keep a $150 cassette
deck waiting on the bench while a service manual, parts
and more repair time all become available.
What about mid -priced, semipro equipment - that

$1,000 CD player or $600 cassette deck? Because they are
a bit pricier, these items deserve more consid-
eration prior to replacement. If you are respon-
sible for fewer than four to six units of a similar
!rake and model, then shipping broken units
off for factory -authorized repair may make the
most sense. However, engineers who care for
a larger number of similar equipment models

should familiarize themselves with trou-
bleshooting and repair procedures. then
fix the gear in house.

Another common barrier to efficient
repair of broken equipment is an

engineer's familiarity and confidence with that equip-
ment. We must decide if the learning curve is too steep to
justify digging into unfamiliar items. Additionally, the test
equipment required by some equipment to ensure its
proper or legal operation may present another impedi-
ment to local repair. Fortunately, factory and third -party
repairs are available for most broadcast equipment.

What about larger equipment? When is the proper time
to replace a broadcast console, audio processor, STL
system, transmitter or antenna rather than repair it? It is
helpful that most broadcast equipment is designed for
field repair. Broadcast equipment usually comes with
repair manuals and a spare -parts kit. Manufacturer tech-
nical support is often quite good, too, when dealing with
broadcast -specific equipment.
The replacement of larger, fixed equipment is often

due to factors besides its need for repair. Ownership,
studio location, transmitter site and changes in city of
license occur frequently enough to necessitate replace-
ment of many larger items.

For those who are coping with the challenge of
repairing older equipment that is likely to stay put, the
decisions are more difficult, and additional factors may
bear on these assessments. Issues regarding new equip-
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Contract Engineering

I I I

All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive
7.5kHz audio with

ment often involve long-term financ-
ing and tax implications for the own-
er as well as installation and construc-
tion or remodeling expenses.

Consider a station's old, tube -type
AM transmitter. At power levels above
lkW, the electricity savings of a new,
solid-state AM transmitter make re-
placement easy to justify, whether or
not there are serious maintenance
issues with the existing transmitter.
In addition, with the cost of older
tube types increasing and availability

decreasing, even smaller, old AM
transmitters are good targets for re-
placement. If there is no auxiliary or
backup transmitter, the justification
is even more obvious.

What about a 15- to 20 -year -old FM
transmitter? Which is more sensible:
replacement or repair? Much of that
decision rests on the care and envi-
ronment the transmitter has had over
the years. Although most transmitters
will endure a dirty setting for a few
years, a well -kept, clean environment

Get
iinywhere,

jield reporting the way it's supposed to work

I
j Introducing the all new Scoop Reporter II

portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This
rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery supply.
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II

will handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltages
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails. the unit will run on standard "D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will
get the scoop anywhere, anytime.

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

AETA AETA AUDIO CORPORATION
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866

40811.11.0111AWhallb Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (975) 659-9555
Linking innowtion with C6IY www.aetausa.com

will return worthwhile dividends in
transmitter longevity. Parts availabili-
ty and the proximity of maintenance
expertise are factors, too.

One disturbing trend is the haphaz-
ard modification of transmitters or dis-
regard for their important systems by
"engineers" unqualified for such work.
It's somewhat common to see a trans-
mitter's safety and overload circuitry
disabled, or its air filters and access
panels permanently removed and even
discarded. Qualified engineers should
endeavor to correct such ills by restor-
ing the equipment to proper operat-
ing condition. The most prudent re-
pairs to almost all equipment are those
that restore it into the condition as it left
the factory. Down the road, such prac-
tices ease the repair/replace decision -
making process.

Stay in touch
Internet forums, listservs and chat

rooms bring a wealth of experience
and knowledge to all participants.
Faced with a sticky or unfamiliar
problem, an engineer may freely ask
others what their experiences have
been. Virtually without fail, a well-
defined problem expressed to other
engineers online will yield a good
answer - and quickly. (Sometimes a
handful of conflicting answers is pre-
sented, leaving the engineer with
another dilemma.) This online com-
munity and willingness to share ex-
pertise greatly empowers engineers
to work more accurately and reduce
uncertainty in making repair deci-
sions. Recommendations for replace-
ment equipment are also easy to
elicit from online engineer groups.

Use all of the resources available
to you. You may have more than
you think.

Another resource is BE Radio. If you face
the repair/replace problem and need infor-
mation. let us know. Our technical staff and
consultants will gladly help you.

Kirk Hamack. BE Radio's consultant on
contract engineering, is president of
Harnack Enginering. Cleveland. MS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (108) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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To: The Broadcast Community

From: G. Scott Benton
President
Commercial Communication Associates, Inc.

Dear Friends,

I am pleased to announce the new ownership and management of
CCA by Commercial Communication Associates, Inc.

Commercial Communication Associates, Inc. was formed in a
concerted effort between myself and a group of private investors.
This new company was formed for the purpose of purchasing the
assets of CCA Electronics, Inc. The purchase was finalized on the
24th of March 2000.

Commercial Communication Associates, Inc. is in no way affilliated
with any other transmitter manufacuring company. We are privately
owned and we operate as a stand alone business.

Our new management team was selected to reorganize the company
from the ground up. The entire team is comprised of previous CCA
employees. Our employees have a combined experience of more than
200 years. I would like to take this opportunity to introduce them tc
you. Many of you will recognize some of ou- names from the past.

President- Scott Benton, CFO- Connie Fultz, Dir. of Test- Jerry Meier,
Customer Service Manager- Tim Parrott, Materials Manager- Bob Todd,
Production Manager- Van Nguyen, I.T. Manager- Irena Posyvaylo
Documentation Manager- Alan Ashford, Office Manager- Dprothy Saffels,
FM Test Engineer- Lee Langley, AM/SW Tes: Engineer- Vernon Boyce.

Every member of our team is committed tc, manufacturing the highest
quality products in our industry. We are dedicated to complete custcmer
satisfaction and to operating our business in an honest and ethical
manner. We are focused on continuous controlled growth in both ou-
business and product offerings. We will deliver the highest level of
customer support in our industry. We will provide our customers the
greatest value for their broadcasting dollar.

I wish to personally thank those of you who have been calling with
words of congratulations and encouragement. It's great to be back!

Thank you,
G. Scott Benton
President
Commercial Communication Associates, Inc.

Circle (109) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

COMMERCIAL
COMMUNICATION
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360 BOHANNON ROAD
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USA
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Technology
IBOC update
By David Layer

Like the proponents of IBOC DAB, members of the
National Radio Systems Committee, a technical -

standards -setting body jointly sponsored by the
NAB and the Consumer Electronics Association, are also
working hard to determine if these systems represent a
"significant improvement over existing services."

Recently, major progress has been made in pursuit of
that goal. At the April 8, 2000 meeting of the NRSC'. DAB

When the NRSC received and evaluated the proponent
submissions, it became apparent that a significant number
of the recommended test guidelines were neither conduct-
ed nor reported. This is noted in the NRSC's reports, and is
the reason that it's conclusion is "heavily qualified," since the
EWG was unable to assess performance under some of its
evaluation criteria with adequate engineering credibility.

Onc example of the NRSC evaluation can be found in

Multipath fading
cenario

(no fadin
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Table 1. Block error rate results of one hybrid system in different types of multipath situations

subcommittee (held at NAB2000 t\\ tam eval-
uation reports were adopted (available on the NRSC's
website at www.nab.org/SciTech/nrsc.asp). These re-
ports were written by the Subcommittee's Evaluation
Working Group (EWG) and were based on data submis-
sions made to the NRSC by the two active IBOC
proponents, USA Digital Radio and Lucent Digital Radio,
in December 1999 and January 2000 (respectively). The
conclusion reached for both systems was that ."...the
'state-of-the-art' for IBOC technology indicates the rea-
sonable probability of substantial improvement for broad-
cast listening compared to current analog performance in
the AM and FM broadcasting bands."

First steps
-s,.11CC of these reports concluded the first phase of the

NRSC's IBOC evaluation. In this phase, the NRSC had to
rely on the proponents themselves for data collection and
presentation. Consequently, the resulting information was
only suitable for a comparison between IBOC and analog
system performance; it was impossible to compare the
performance of the two IBOC systems, since each propo-
nent followed different test procedures.

Even though the proponents worked independently
during this first phase, the NRSC's Guidelines, made avail-
able to the proponents in early 1999, included sections on
suggested test procedures for laboratory and field testing of
both AM and FM IBOC systems, as well as a discussion of
how the NRSC would evaluate any submitted data.

Appendix G of the USADR evaluation
report. The submission included lab results
of block envr rate (BLER) versus RF signal-
to-noise ratio for various operating condi-
tions. USADR stated that the 1 percent
BLER operating point corresponded to the
digital threshold of audibiliry (digital TOA),
meaning that for BLER values less than 1
percent the IBOC audio is unimpaired.

Given this information, the EWG per-
formed an analysis using the BLER data,
relating the BLER values to a predicted

service area assuming typical transmission parameters for a
class B FM, 50kW ERP, 152m HAAT station. For this case, the
distance to the protected contour, using FCC (50,50)
curves, was determined to be 65.4km. Table 1 shows the
estimated distances to the digital TOA operating point,
based on the laboratory BLER data. This analysis suggests
that the distance to the contour representing digital TOA, for
each scenario provided, appears to be greater than the
distance to the corresponding analog protected contour.

The road ahead
With the I >ne effort complete, the Subcommittee

(at its April 8th meeting) unanimously agreed to begin a
follow-up, phase two test program in which proponents
would submit their systems to the NRSC for common testing
by an independent test facility. Conducted under subcom-
mittee supervision, these tests will allow IBOC to analog
comparison and a system -to -system IBOC comparison.

To that end, the subcommittee has established a Test
Procedures Working Group (TPWG) to prepare the
necessary test procedures. Both proponents have ex-
pressed their support for this latest effort and are partici-
pating in the development of the test procedures.

David Layer is director, advanced engineering for the National
Association of Broadcasters, Washington. D.C.. and provides
NAB staff support to the administration of the NRSC.
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The antenna monitor is a critical device in a directional
antenna array.

Engineering

Antenna monitor checks and maintenance
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

The FCC once required chief engineers at broadcast
stations that use a directional antenna to sign off on
a weekly transmitting installation inspection. With

the onset of deregulation and the associated relaxation of
the Rules, this requirement has been dropped. In its
place, a sort of catch-all regulation has been imposed.
The onus of compliance with the Rules is still there, but
the FCC no longer requires detailed, daily inspections

and maintenance.
Now, the com-
mission's ap-
proach is one of
assuring the U.S.
that everything
complies with the
Rules, although
you don't have to
check and log ev-
erything every
day. But heaven
help you if the
FCC inspects you
and finds you out
of tolerance.

The most im-
portant device

for stations with directional antennas is its antenna
monitor. The monitor should be checked daily to ensure
DA compliance, even if an approved antenna -sampling
system is used. The phase and ratio readings are the
prime indicators of directional antenna stability and
correctness of operation.

When the typical number of antenna -monitor readings
outside of the normal ±5 percent phase and ±3 degree
ratio readings is exceeded, consider the antenna moni-
tor's accuracy. If you have followed routine preventive
maintenance, it is usually safe to trust the monitor
readings and troubleshoot in other areas. If nothing
appears to be broken or unusual (assuming common -
point current is correct), an excellent basic check is to
read tower base -operating currents and calculate the
ratios to confirm correct conditions. If these ratios are
correct and monitor points are in, but the antenna
monitor says they are out, check the antenna monitor
and its sampling system.

The average station engineer cannot do much in the
way of antenna monitor maintenance and repair, with the
exception of older monitors in which mercury -wetted

relays are used. These relays can produce erratic read-
ings. Take care not to change any component settings.
In new monitors, relays are not used; thus, one possible
fault is eliminated. However, the omission of the relays
also makes it less likely that the station engineer can get
the monitor working properly. Two caveats must be
observed. If they aren't, the price of ignorance is new
monitor calibration.

Two caveats
ignore the meter -adjusting screw on the front panel.

For the less -experienced engineer, the desire to "twid-
dle" a screw is often overwhelming when trying to make
a piece of equipment read correctly. If the zero setting
of the meter is changed, the calibration is useless. It is not
possible to reset the antenna indications if this meter's
zero setting is disturbed.

If erratic meter readings are observed, it is possible that
the power supply is at fault. Don't neglect a possible low
primary ac voltage that might be low for an unexpected
reason. The older the monitor, the more likely it is that
electrolytic capacitors have dried up and lost capacity.
Power -supply operation can be checked in the usual
way with a voltmeter to determine the voltages available
at the various test points.

If low power -supply voltages are found, all electrolyt-
ics should be changed and the supply tested under load.
It is crucial to make sure that when power supplies are
being investigated, any trimpots are not moved unless
to reset operating voltages. In fact, if nothing but
electrolytics have been changed, other adjustments
should not be necessary.

If, after making the checks discussed, the problem
still exists and monitor problems can be confirmed,
send the monitor to its service department for repair
and recalibration.

Beyond the monitor
In many DA all of the sampling lines have

the same length. Usually, one or more tower lines will
have excess length. This excess line should be stored
underground so all lines will experience the same
temperature changes simultaneously. In this way, all
antenna monitor readings will be affected the same
amount and remain correct. Unfortunately, sometimes
the line storage area (usually coiled and buried by the
transmitter building) is disturbed and line is damaged.
Some sections may even become unburied.
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RF Engineering
II they are used, tower -mounted

pickup loops should be visually and
mechanically inspected to make sure
that they are positioned securely and
have not changed position because of
wind, vandalism or lightning damage.
Consistency of mounting angle should
be checked to be sure each loop is in
its original position with reference to
the tower and the other loops. Be sure
connections to sampling lines are se-
cure, tight and waterproof.

Sampling transformers inside the
doghouses should be checked for
lightning damage, as should the net-
work itself. Sampling -line connectors
should be cleaned and tightened.

When the DA system is installed,
measure and record the sampling line
characteristics using an in -line bridge
and signal generator. Record the line
impedances with and without the
sampling loop or sampling transform-
er connected. DC resistance should
also he measured and kept with the
details of the antenna system.

If installation data is not available, it
is still a good idea to make a check of
the sampling lines at this time. As-
suming all sampling lines are the
same length, each one should have
Approximately the same impedance
and DC resistance. Obviously, for
this measurement, the transmitter
should not be on.

Another way to check the sampling
.ystem is to use your field -intensity
meter and measure the signal deliv-
ered to the antenna monitor. Most
FIMs in use today have an RF input
connector. This connector can be used
to measure the RF picked up by the
monitoring loop or transformer.

Before unplugging any lines at the
rear of the antenna monitor, he sure
each line is clearly identified with a
label. I have found several monitor
installations where the sampling lines
were not identified properly and we
had to search out and check each one.
The transmitter should be on and

the line voltages measured and re-
corded. The levels will not all be the
same because each tower usually
contributes a different power level,
Although occasionally one finds a
system with equal power distrihu-

Tower-mounted pickup loons should be
visually and mechanically inspected for
proper orientation.

tion to each tower. However, know-
ing how much power goes to each
tower enables one to judge the cor-
rectness of the voltage readings.
Excessive high or low readings could
point to sample loop or transformer
problems, or even to line damage.
The foregoing may seem like a

great deal of effort merely to deter-
mine that the installation is in good
condition. It is a lot of work, but
having the database of line charac-
teristics makes future problem -solv-
ing much easier.

If the installation is found to be in
good condition, monitor points are
in, and all other indications are nor-
mal, it is reasonable to blame the
monitor and send it for repair.

E-mail John at: batcom@bright.net.

For more information
circle (203) on Free Info Card.

Circle (112) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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Sharing audio files
By Kevin McNamara, C N E

01 , of the realities of designing any digital audio
system is the little matter of which audio file formats
make the most sense. Audio doesn't just go to the

transmitter any more; many stations are feeding digital
audio to the Internet or to other stations. It is no longer
uncommon to receive production materials or spots via the
Internet or dial -up link. If you want to have some fun with
a group of engineers, just ask them which format is best; it
could keep you entertained for a long time.
All kidding aside, transferring audio files of different

formats between various broadcast environments can still
be a problem. Several manufacturers of digital audio
equipment have incor-
porated a means to
share audio files, either
by utilizing standard
audio file formats na-
tively or permitting
audio files to be ex-
ported in one or more
standard audio file for-
mats. largely due to
the efforts of a few
manufacturers, sharing
audio files will continue to

The RIFF structure
The Rim- is a binary file format containing multiple

nested data structures, called "chunks." Each chunk can
define specific information about the data stream, such
as its structure or actual contents; it may even contain
another chunk called a "sub -chunk."

A RIFF file starts out with a single file header or "form -

type" which describes the overall file contents. A WAV
file is generally a RIFF file with a single WAV chunk that
is comprised of two sub -chunks: the "fmt" chunk, which
describes the sample rate, sample width, etc., and the
"data" chunk, which contains the actual data. Although

not required, other chunks can
he used which define other items.

111,""1""4".11MIRRIF"'"P".
Originator
Originator Organization
Origination Date
Origination Time
Time Reference
Version
Reserved
Coding History

Name of the file originator
Additional reference field
Date of file creation
Time of file creation
Time -code information
BWF Version information
Future usage
Type of coding used (PCM
(ff MI 1(, mr)n(),1! ,,ter,.()

!,,if 11 IC fates, oil rates, etc.)

Table 1. Field descriptions of the Broadcast Wave Format.

become less of an issue.
Understanding a few of the common file formats may help.

Until a few years ago, the WAV file format was the
universal medium to exchange audio files; now, the
MPEG file is the dominant choice for the delivery and
transfer of audio files. The Broadcast Wave Format
(BWF) permits compatibility with a wide variety of audio
file formats, including MPEG, along with the ability to
embed data streams that can be used to deliver additional
features, such as text information or signaling.

The origins of the WAV (waveform data) file are
detailed in the Resource Interchange File Format (RIFF)
by Microsoft as a means of storing digital audio files. WAV
files can support either Pulse Code Modulated (PCM)
non -compressed audio or other compressed encoding
schemes such as MPEG, ADPCM, and G.721. The RIFF
does not specify any new methods of storing data; rather,
it defines a structured framework that may contain other
existing data formats. These formats are typically related
to, but not limited to, the storage and delivery digital
multimedia files. Examples of existing file formats that
are stored within the RIFF framework include Audio/
visual interleaved CAVD, MIDI information (.RMI), Ani-
mated Cursor (.ANI) and Waveform data (.WAV).

MPEG file format
\ !pi (, stands tor the Moving

Picture Experts Group, which is
a working group within a sub-
committee of the International
Organization for Standardization/
International Electrotechnical
Commission (ISO/IEC) that de-
velops international standards for

the encoding/decoding of compressed digital audio and/
or video. Essentially, the encoding technique used in the
creation of MPEG files "strips" off audio that is "non-
essential." The actual compression method is defined by
one of three "layers" and can also be described as

"perceptual noise shaping." Conversely, the MPEG de-
coding process attempts to synthesize or recreate the
original audio content based on the coded bit stream.

In order to understand the syntax behind the various
MPEG formats, you should be aware that there are
presently three "phases" of the MPEG format defined,
MPEG-1, 2 and 4. Each of these phases offers different,
yet complimentary standards that address a wide range
of different applications. The hierarchical structure of the
MPEG format permits "backward" compatibility with
formats of a lower phase. MPEG files are also typically
followed by a designation of layer I, II or III, which
represent the particular "coding" algorithm used in
conjunction with a given phase.

In practice, MPEG file formats offer the following:
MPEG-1 defines a single channel and two -channels that

can be strapped as dual mono or stereo with samples
rates of 32-, 44.1- or 48kHz. The predefined bit rate
range from 32kb/s to either 448-, 384- or 320kb/s for
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Next Wave
layers I, 11 or III respectively. Files with the extension of
MP2 or MP3 are actually the MPEG-1 format using the
layer 2 or 3 algorithms.)
MPEG-2 is further de-

fined into 2 types: MPEG-
2 BC (backward compat-
ible) and MPEG-2 AAC
(advanced audio coding.)
Originally developed for
the HDTV market,
MPEG-2 BC, formally
called MPEG-3, supports
up to 5 main channels, a
low frequency enhance-
ment channel and bit rates up to 1Mb/s. MPEG-2 BC allows
lower sampling rates of 16, 22.05 and 24 kHz for bit rates
from 32- to 256kb/s for layer I or 32- to 160kb/s for layers
II and III. MPEG-2 technology is widely used for the
distribution of broadcast quality audio and video.

MPEG-4 is a newly defined standard that adds features
to enhance its multimedia capabilities. Look for a new
standard, MPEG-7, to be introduced in the near future.

to the original WAV format and adding additional chunks
that are used to provide specific information required in

professional audio environments.
The primary addition is the

Broadcast Audio Extension
chunk that contains information
used in all professional audio
productions applications. Table
1 defines the individual elements
of the format.

In the case of MPEG coded
data, two additional chucks are
used. The "fact chunk" stores
information relative to the con-

of the WANT file, such as the length of the sampled
files. The MPEG "Audio Extension" chunk is used to further
define MPEG coding options. Some of the information
within this specification is detailed in Table 2.

One advantage of applications designed to read RIFF
formats is that they will ignore those chunks that are
not recognized. Manufacturers designing applications
that use the BWF can still maintain any information
that they feel is proprietary within a particular chunk,
while maintaining a high level of interoperahility using
other chunks. ra

tr

Sound InformationInformation

Frame Size

Ancillary Data Length

\j1, r),fin!t",,,

11111=1

Homogeneous or
non -homogeneous sound data
and related information
Defines frame size whet
using homogeneous files
Sets the available space with]
a sound file reNer\vd f(

ancillary dal
spo, th.

Table 2. The MPEG Audio Extension chunk.

Broadcast Wave format
The Broadcast Wave Format or .BWF is intended to

work entirely within the framework of the existing RIFF/
WAN' formats. It does this by applying some restrictions

tents

Kevin McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technology.
is president of Applied Wireless Inc.. New Market. MD.
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FCC Update

Noncommercial licensing scheme adopted
By Harry Martin

Licenses for noncommercial TV and radio stations
will now be awarded under a point system that
the FCC has adopted. The new system favors

local applicants and those with few stations. It replac-
es the time-consuming comparative -hearing process
and was selected instead of proposed lottery and
first -to -file systems.

The FCC will begin accepting NCE applications for full -

service stations and FM translators during filing windows.
Although it has not yet announced the opening date of
the first window, the FCC has said it will not accept
applications for new and major changes to NCE stations
on reserved channels until then - except for applica-
tions filed in response to previously announced cutoff
periods that have not yet closed.

Under the window -filing system, unopposed applica-
tions will be granted automatically and the winner among
competing applicants will be determined by a fair
distribution analysis. This means the proposed station
serves populations receiving limited or no other NCE
service. If that factor does not apply, the new point
system will be used. The applicant with the most points
under the following criteria wins the following:

Diversity of ownership. The principal community con-
tour of the proposed NCE station does not overlap the
principal community contour of any commonly con-
trolled broadcast station (2 points).

Technical parameters. An application covers 10 -percent
greater area and population than the next -best proposal
(1 point), or an application covers 25 percent greater area
and population than the next best proposal (2 points).

Localism. An applicant is physically headquartered, has
a campus, or has at least 75 percent of its board members
residing within 25 miles of the reference coordinates of
the proposed community of license (3 points).

Statewide network credit. The applicant is a public or
private entity that either has authority over a specified
number of accredited schools in a single state or works with
the entity that has authority over those schools and regularly
provides educational programming to the schools (2 points).

If there is a tie under the point system, the permit will
be awarded to the applicant with the fewest existing
stations authorized in the same service (e.g., NCE-FM). If
that does not break the tie, the applicant with the fewest
pending new and major change applications in the same
service will be the determining criteria.

A four-year holding period applies once a permit is
awarded. During that time, the winning entity must retain

the characteristics under which it received the permit. The
permit or license may be transferred only under the
following conditions: 1. If the transferee would receive at
least as many points under the system; and 2. The permit
is sold for an amount not to exceed expenses.

The new NCE standards had been under consideration
since the commission put the NCE comparative hearings
system on hold in 1995. During that time, consideration
of the new standards was embroiled in conflict between
public radio stations and religious broadcasters. Conse-
quently, the final rules did not adopt the proposed
preference for applicants receiving government funding,
which would have favored public radio broadcasters over
religious broadcasters. In addition, the rules do include all
accredited schools, rather than only public schools, under
the state network preference.

$4,000 fine for $2 on -air prize
An FM station attempting to capitalize on the recent

popularity of a TV game show sponsored a contest called
Millionaire Monday, in which it offered listeners the
opportunity to become millionaires. However, what the
station failed to disclose was that the contest winner
would be given one million Turkish lira, the equivalent
of $1.90. This case is similar to one earlier this year in
which a radio station failed to state that it was offering its
prize in Italian lira. In both instances, the FCC fined the
stations $4,000 for failing to accurately and fully disclose
a material term of a radio contest.
Also, a radio broadcaster was fined $19,000 when a

former employee reported the station to the FCC,
prompting an investigation. The FCC found the station
was operating with unauthorized studio -transmitter links
as well as several other violations, including failure to
broadcast required station -identification announcements
and the use of a long-wire antenna for AM broadcasts.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher. Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington. VA. E-mail martin@fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Radio stations in the following states must place in their

public files and on their websites their first EEO Public
File Report by August 1, 2000: California, Illinois,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Wisconsin. The
reports must cover EEO recruitment from April 18 (the
effective date of the new EEO rules) to July 31, 2000.
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By Chriss Scherer, ecitor

Technically speaking,
what makes one of
the most popular
formats work?

Talk radio is one format
that lives on despite
cultural and social

changes. In fact, the events
that challenge other formats
serve to reinvigorate talk
radio. A basic understand-
ing of talk -radio tools will

suffice in music -orient-
ed formats, but success
in talk radio rests on a
refined knowledge of the
equipment in question.

While music -based for-
mats rely on repackaging
audio content, talk -format content is
created on the fly. A topic can be
determined in advance, but the magic
is in the spontaneity of the host and
guests. The starting point for talk radio
is the microphone. Without a good-

sounding host, nothing else matters.

Pi.lking up sound
Your choice of mic shot Id

be based on the environ-
ment and the user's skills. A
highly directional mic or a
:lost who moves around
and turns his or her head
wi_l not pick up the host
well, just as an omnidirec-
tioial mic in an ambient-
no.se environment may
picic up too much rocm

Some hosts prefer a part c-
ulz..7 mode for its sound. Sone

stations use a single, standard mic
for the entire facility. Use the same
criteria for mics that you use for
other station equipment. The equip-
ment should fit the situation rather
than vice versa. (For a complete
explanation of various mic patterns
and characteristics, see The Right

Mic, BE Radio, February 2000.)
In most cases, a cardioid studio mic

will be the best choice. Also, use the
same mic for the host and the guests,
unless differing models are chosen for
a particular reason. Using the same
mics in the studio results in a consistent
sound from one person to the next.

Using a mic processor is also wise.
The voice is capable of a wide dy-
namic range. Although most studio
mics can faithfully reproduce this
range, chances are your main on -air
processing or board operator will have
to work to keep up with these dy-
namics. If there are multiple audio
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sources, the task will be even more
difficult. The mic processor will usu-
ally be set to compress the mic
signal and perhaps some general
gain reduction as needed. Most pro-

cessors also offer some equaliza-
tion. Use the controls judicious-

ly; too much processing can
produce interesting effects
but may also result in an
unnatural sound.

Some hosts are more
animated than others and
do not like to sit in one
place while they work.
Others may move
their heads exces-
sively and take
themselves off the
mic's axis. To rem-
edy these prob-
lems, use a head-
set mic for the

host. A headset will
follow the host's

movements and make it
nearly impossible for him or

her to be lost. Headsets can be
especially helpful if the host is

watching many guests or controls
during the show.
In -studio guests present another

problematic situation. Not every
guest is familiar with proper mic
technique. People who do not speak
into mics are often afraid of them
and thus speak more softly than
usual. It may be necessary to use an
end -fed mic instead of a side -fed
one. Their smaller profile can be
less intimidating. Another idea is to
use tabletop mic stands instead of

boom arms. Although these are less
flexible, their smaller hardware should
set guests at ease.

Another option is using lavalier
mics for guests. These mics are
similar to headset mics in that speak-
ers cannot get away from them. The
difference is that, once it is pinned
on, most people forget they are
wearing one (although they are
quickly reminded if they try to leave
the room with it on).

When using mics, keep in mind
that acoustic problems should be
solved acoustically. If guests cannot

be heard, have them speak up or
move closer to the mic. If a mic is
picking up too much unwanted sound,
move the mic or the unwanted source,
or point the null of the mic toward the
unwanted source.

Helpful electronics
\\ lien multiple mics are used, it can

be difficult for the board operator to
accurately control the level of each
one at any given time. Unused mics
will also pick up room ambiance,
which can degrade the sound of
other mics. Use an automatic mic
mixer that can automatically mute
channels when a mic is not being
used. These also perform basic level
control for each input.

Earlier, I mentioned using a mic
processor. Another way to keep all
the mics in check is to use the
sidechain of the processors. Link
the host's mic processor to the
guests' mic processors so the host
signal will duck the guests' audio
slightly. This allows the host to
retain control even when all the
guests are shouting. With this con-
figuration, the host can at least an-
nounce a break and then remedy the
situation off -air.

Let's go to the phones
A staple of talk radio is listener calls.

Quality audio from a reliable on -air
telephone system is essential. There
are two critical parts in an on -air
telephone system: the switch and the
hybrid. In some systems, these parts
are integrated. In others, they are
separated. The function of the switch
is to handle the routing aspects, in-
cluding screening, putting the call on
hold and picking it up on the air. The
hybrid is the audio interface. Analog
telephone calls have both sides of the
conversation on a single pair of wires.
The hybrid acts as a two- to four -wire
interface, separating the received and
sent audio signals. Telephone sys-
tems can be configured to handle
multiple callers at once, which is con-
venient if you want to take calls with
a guest who is also on the phone.

Hybrids are available with fea-
tures and prices ranging from basic
analog designs to complex digital
versions with DSP power. The more
advanced units constantly monitor
the telephone call and make
minute adjustments to compen-
sate for level and frequency re-
sponse. Recently, systems have
been introduced that work with

The talk studic should be comfortable for guests and s7ill provide the host all the needed tools
Above, the computer monitor is used for call screening.
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TELEWAVE
Rugged, High Performance
Open Dipole Antennas and
Arrays

ANT9OD
88-108 MHz

1-3 dBd
20 MHz BW

68"
15 lb.

ANT150D
138-174 MHz

1-3 dBd
36 MHz BW

36"

8 lb.

Frequency:
66 Mhz to 1.9 GHz 

Power rating:
500 watts minimum

Gain:
Single - 1 to 3 dBd
Arrays - 3 to 12 dBd

UPS shippable

ANT450D
6-512 MHz

1-3 dBd

106 MHz BW
11"

6 lb.

ANT900D
800-1000 MHz

1-3 dBd

200 MHz BW
10"

5 lb.

Telewave dipoles and arrays are available
in a variety of sizes, frequencies, and gain
configurations. All models feature our
heavy duty TXYLAN r" coating, precision
phasing harnesses with fully sealed cable
junctions, and unique pattern flexibility.
Call 1-800-331-3396 today to choose
the best model for your system, or visit
us at www.telewave.com

Let's Talk
ISUN and other high -capacity telephone services.

When designing a talk studio, consider installing a
telephone monitoring system. By having the caller audio
available on a small speaker monitor, the people in the

Automatic mic mixers like this unit from Shure provide consi:,
audio levels and reduce sound from unused mics.

studio do not have to wear headphones all the time,
especially guests who are not accustomed to the radio
environment. I mentioned before that some guests are
afraid of microphones. These same people are even more
intimidated by hearing their own voices through head-
phones. Removing the headphones will make guests
more likely to converse with the host rather than focusing
on what they hear in their headphones.

Speaking of headphones, you should have two sepa-
rate headphone feeds established. One feed, for the
guests, will have only the program audio on it. The other
feed, for the host, will include an IFB for host/board
operator communication.

To make sure each caller has something to add to the

%Then designing a
talk studio, consider

installing a
telephone

monitoring system.

show, each call should be screened before it is put on
the air. A call screener will answer each call and assess
whether the caller has a relevant comment and is
suitable to be put on the air. Some creative methods
have been used to convey information to the host,
from sticky notes on the studio glass to basic terminal
programs witn a screen splitter to display data for the
host. Call -screening software can make this process
much smootf-_er and faster.

The software usually integrates into the telephone sys-
tem. As calls come in, the program indicates which line has
been ringing the longest. It can also indicate which caller has
been on hold the longest. Callers can be prioritized and
updated quickly. The software will also automatically
refresh and indicate when a call is active, then reset when

Circle (117) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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The ultimate remote broadcast
machine for POM(Plain
Telephone Service.)

Nexus ISM Code(
ISDN doesn't need to be difficult
to sound great' The Nexus is an
inexpensive ISDN solution which
delivers low -delay, 15 kHz audio.

Hotline ,v0i
The broadcast induitry -sta2dcrc
for plain telephorreline remotes,

Vlb

Broadcaster's General Store
2480 S. E 52nd Strect,
Ocala. FL 34480 7500
(352) 622-7700 Fax: 352 629 7000
Email: bgsbuck@atlantic.net
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Let's Talk
the caller hangs up. Many screener
programs allow some basic text mes-
saging as well.

The call-screener program can dis-
play information about the caller to aid

the host. Some programs also offer
database functions so you can track
frequent callers or avoid problem call-
ers. Some read caller ID data to further
streamline the process.

Many factors can influence the selection of microphone for a talk show. A headset mic may
offer a more consistent sound and give the user more freedom to move.

Oh @#%&!
One of the biggest concerns in live

radio is profanity. Callers, guests and
even hosts sometime forget their
manners and let something slip. In
these cases, a profanity delay is
cheap insurance.

The concept of time delay can
be difficult to understand. Board
operators and on -air talent should
be familiar with how the system
works. Modern systems can build
time up and down for a simpler
transition in and out of delay. Use
of a profanity delay also requires a
monitor feed that comes before
the delay device.

While much of the equipment need-
ed for a talk radio format can be found
in almost any other format, the de-
mands of the talk -radio format are
often greater because the equipment
is under constant use.

Photo Credits: Page 28 courtesy of
Gentner. Page 29 by James Wilson and
courtesy of Russ Berger and KUOW-FM.
Page 32 courtesy of AKG Acoustics.

John Boy & Billy rely on:
If -

PROPHET SYSTE

set

Addi

John Boy and Billy here with some words of
praise for our friends at Prophet Systems...

n Broadcast.com!
ng two new formats

this summer.

440.4

...Our research constantly reminds us that music on our show is very important to our listeners.
And that made for a special problem when we decided to expand our syndicated morning glow
beyond the nearly 100 Rock and Roll affiliates and offer the same show to Country stations!

Our dream was to be able to provide our show live to both formats - simultaneously - with Rock songs going to Rock affiliates and
Country songs going to Country affiliates.

We looked at nearly every computer -based digital audio system out there (well, ok, someone on the staff did) and the Prophet system
was the only system that would even come close to allowing us to do it.

So with some creative rearranging of the system on our side, utilizing Prophet, we were not only able to accomplish the impossible dream
of multi -format live delivery, we were also able to time shift the show on both formats so that affiliates in other time zones could take
the show on a delayed feed live in their markets 6-10 AM!

Hey man! The show is even heard in Japan ...thanks to Prophet Systems Innovations!

With Prophet Systems at the heart of the John Boy & Billy Radio Network - the only limitation is our imagination! 11
John Boy & Billy
of the John Boy & Billy Radio Network, an AMFM, Inc. Syndicated Show

PROPHET wan=Innovations Check out our newly designed website: www.prophetsys.com 877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

GOING DIGITAL MEANS GOING PROPHET!
Circle (119) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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THIS 5011. is LEGAL T
DEBTS. PUBLIC

By Dana Martin, associate editor

Trying to
determine
a fair
salary for
yourself
or for those
you employ
is like trying to
fix a
complicated
piece of
equipment
without a

manual. Let the
annual BE Radio
Salary Survey
be your guide
to determining
your worth.

34 BE Radio ,J(11/ :)(111()

Many aspects of
tocJlay's radio
arena are be-

comin& clear. Consolida-
tion is a permanent fixture.
IBOC will soon be more

than a theoretical acronym
:and Internet broadcasting is

ol the rise. But one thing may
not be quite as evident: Are you

making wha-. you're worth?
Enter the annual BE Radio
Salm", Sway. Each year,
research is conducted
exclusively for BE Radio

so that we may bring you
the latcw salary trends. The

three main objectives of
this year's survey were
to determine salary ley-
elsaraong BE Radioread-
ers for select title groups,

to examine salary trends
and to consider broadcast
salaries as they relate to
SBE, Novell, NARTE and
Micro: ail certification.

This year, we kioked at
.vhat radio stations are doing
o keep existing technicians

and to attr..ct new personnel;
cmsidering such factors as con-

soldation, computer integration,

www.beradlo.com
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Tune in to San Francisco-
and engineer your way to a solid tomorrow.
The NAB Radio Show offers broadcast engineers the concise and
practical tools to maximize your education and minimize your time
spent away from the station. This year. choose from three Certification
Workshops, including:

 Digital Facilities Workshop - study the latest digital technologies
and how to implement them

 AM/FM Antenna Workshop - learn how to optimize AM and
FM coverage

 AM/FM Transmitter Workshop - let the experts demonstrate
how to handle transmitter emergencies quickly and effectively

Plus, new in 2000. we've added a three-hour management workshop
moderated by Paul McLane of Radio World. And for broadcast engineers.
we've designated special exhibit hours that won't conflict with
important sessions or workshops.

Register for a full convention registration and you'll receive access
to all NAB Radio Show workshops. sessions and events, including:
 The Internet -focused. "show -within -a -show," INTERNET @ The NAB

Radio Show - guaranteed to put you on the cutting -edge of the Web

 The strategic perspectives of today's leaders, including General
Colin L. Powell USA (Ret.), and change management expert,
Dr. Spencer Johnson

Or, register for the special Broadcast Engineers package that includes:

 Choice of certificate workshops and the new management workshop

 Access to all exhibits and exhibit hall lunch

For more information, or to register online,
visit www.nab.org/conventions

Fran cis,
r,"6 0,

THE NAB

-5WO

INTERNET

M5
1-10IOW

General Conn L. Powell
LISA (Ret.)

Dr. Spencer Johnson
Change Managenent Expert

National Radio Award Winner
Jeff Smulyan

Chairman. Emmis Communications

Conference: September 20-23, 2000  Exhibits: September 20-22
Moscone Convention Center  San Francisco, CA USA

Don't have Internet access? Call 1-800-342-2460 or 1-202429-5419 for more information.



webcasting and
satellite digital

radio. We also asked what changes
engineers anticipate in the radio in-
dustry in the next five years.

The method
Cover letters and question-

naires were mailed to 1,200
BE Radio subscribers select-
ed on an nth -name basis
among radio station and net-
work subscribers. This year,
letters were also sent via
e-mail to 5,800 additional
BE Radio subscribers to in-
form them of an online ver-
sion of the questionnaire
with an electronic link to the
survey. There were 890 us-
able surveys returned, with
a response rate of 36 percent for the
mailed surveys and 8 percent for the
online surveys.
The survey targeted three groups:

station management, staff engineers
and contract engineers. For analysis,

each of these groups was broken
down into one of two MSA rank groups:
top 50 or below top 50. Response
subcategories are delineated as fol-
lows: 391 station managers (101 top

trends in the radio industry and is not
meant to be used as the sole source
for determining salaries. We recom-
mend treating the data as a starting
point for salary ranges. Factors like

cost of living and
the demand for a
particular job are also
important in deter-
mining the salary
range for a position :k

Figure 1. Estimated median salaries for station management.

50, 290 below top 50); 357 staff
engineers (193 top 50, 164 below top
50); and 71 contract engineers (24
top 50, 47 below top 50).

The information gathered in this
survey is intended to illustrate broad

The law of
averages

Station manage-
ment median sala-
ries have increased
in 2000 in both
large and small mar-
kets. In 2000, the
estimated median

salary for station management is
$51,000 for the top 50 market, com-
pared with $42,500 for this market in
1999, an increase of 20 percent. The
below top 50 market also saw a
gain, though a more modest one.

THE EQUIPMENT LIQUIDATION CHANNEL

st-mall your list to liquidationadIgIbld.corn
or call 1.800.423.5499

The Leading Marketplace for
Professional Technology Tools

 1000/0 Satisfaction Guaranteed

 Secure Transactions

 Automatic Payment Escrow

 Over 20 years of Pro Experience

 Consignment or Buyout

digibid.com
Auction Network
an IndustryCtick solution

www.digibid.com

Broadcast / Film / Pro Audio / Video / Lighting

Circle (120) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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BECAUSE SOMETIMES COFFEE
JUST ISN'T ENOUGH.

A new media monster created and brought to life by network wizard Jim Zippo, HERO RADIO is a

satellite -delivered, 24 -hour, brand new music format for radio. Sharply targeted and carefully
researched. HERO RADIO has exciting live personalities, jingles, promos, and the hottest modern
mainstream CHR oldies ever assembled on one format. It's all energy, jam-packed, and carefully
balanced with rhythm and rock! There's nothing like the exciting sound of HERO RADIO anywhere on

the planet. Join the growing number of stations in position to launch with us right out of the box.
There's room for a HERO in every radio market, and one of your stations is probably perfect for it!

Plus, you'll love what we're offering you as a charter member.

Visit our site now for confidential details:

heroradio.com

NEW OLDIES FOR A NEW CENTURY.'"

Circle (121) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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This group's median
salary rose 9.4 per-
cent, from $39,999
in 1999 to $43,749
in 2000. You will no-
tice in Figure 1 that
the median salary for
the station managers
in the top 50 group
is about what it was
in 1998, having re-
covered from its
1999 slump. In con-
trast, the below top
50 market has been
rising steadily since 1998.

One word can be used
to describe the salary
trend for staff engineers
over the last year: con-
stant. Instead of seeing
steady gains, the salaries
for staff engineers have
remained fairly even. In
fact, these salaries have
experienced a slight di
dine since 1999, falling
from $59,444 to $57,894
for the top 50 group and
from $42,500 to $39,230
for the below top 50 group
(decreases of 2.6 percent
and 7.7 percent, respectively). The steadfast nature of

$70,000

$60,000 0.
S50,000 00;
$40,000 4

m7

1999

 Tcp 50
CI Below Top 50

Figure 2. Estimated median salaries for staff engineers.

Growth from 1997 to
2000 has averaged a scant
2.3 percent per year for
those in the top 50 mar-
ket and a modest 3.9 per-
cent for those in the be-
low top 50 market. (See
Figure 2 for more infor-
mation on median sala-
ries for staff engineers.)
Although the pay for

some positions has held
steady, others are experi-
encing quite a boom. Con-
tract engineering salaries
have, on average, increased
59 percent since 1997

(84.6 percent for the
top 50 market; 33.3
percent for the be-
low top 50 market).
During the last year
alone, salaries for the
top 50 contract en-
gineering market
rose 29 percent,
while the below top
50 market saw an
enviable 26 percent
median salary in-
crease. For the be-
low top 50 market,
this year's upswing
is mitigated to some

percent decline in pay (from

$60,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$0
1997 1998 1999 21)(1(1

Figure 3 FthmatPri median calariec fnr rnntrarl anninparc

staff engineers' salaries has held true since
extent by last year's 13

1997. $42,500 in 1998 to $37,000 in 1999). Because of this

ANTEX
digital

AUDIO

betterwebcasting.com
Streaming or broadcast, Antex has you covered.
The LX series of sound cards are ideal for web audio,
with 20 -bit digital sound quality, highly stable Windows
95/98/NT/2K software, and up to 4 inputs and 4 outputs.
To find out more, visit antex.com (or betterwebcasting.com)
today or call 1-800-338-4231.

Circle (122) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Radio
Daze
Clarify the dazzling array of engineering
choices with a Dielectric FM Antenna System.

Choose an engineering partner who guarantees the quality
and reliability of your new FM Antenna System. We offer a
5 -year warranty for our complete Dielectric -built FM systems.
covering everything from the transmitter output through the
antenna, including transmission line, switches, filter and
combiner. Select combiners with a clearer signal now and digital
capabilities later; advanced antennas with variable bay spacing
for better control of elevation and azimuth patterns; and
patented transmission line that offers greater power handling
and broader bandwidth than other manufacturers. With single
source responsibility from Dielectric, you not only get the finest
engineered broadcast equipment, but peace of mind as well.

Dielectric Communications  22 Tower Road  Raymond, Maine 04071
800.341.9678  207.655.4555  www.dielectric.com

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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AudioVAULT
VAULT Enterprise wide/WAN/

LAN/Internet ready multi radio
studio digital audio management system.

VAULT VAULTXPRESS®
Vti.::_06ESS AudioVAULT, power

for small to medium sized
radio operations without the price!

WIE1Fr'""1 WebVAULT® Professional .(littl.1.1.11"
4 Internet streaming radio

audio management solution!

STig.z70i eSTREAM6/eSTREAM
LITYDIU STUDIO® Live and post-

production On -air sound
quality over the Internet power!

BE BE Transmitters
T---va*" New robust, high

performance, global standards designed
FM/AM technology!

,a er. Look to BFI
Broadcast Beetronts

sman,I Quincy, Illinois

888.232.326B
www.bdcast.com
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slump, the overall increase in earnings
from 1998 to 2000 for the below top
50 market is a more equable 9.8 per-
cent (see Figure 3). Top
50 contract engineers, in
contrast, seem to have
unbounded earnings po-
tential. Their only constant
has been an uncanny rise
in pay since 1997.

To certify or not to
certify?

e ve come to a qucs-
tion engineers may pose
from time to time: Does
it pay to hold SBE certi-
fication? Looking to the

fled staff engineers earn 16 percent
more than those who are not certified.
The average earnings for staff engi-
neers in the above and below top 50

markets is $48,285 (as derived from

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

511 1 nt2,Invur, Ointra( t I ngi neer, Stalt I :!..2.rit.,

r-iyure 4. SBE certification.
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540,00(1

SI0,000

520,000
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SO

fi SBE Certified

Not SBE Certified

WI All.
I 1,001 !on(1 1997 1998 1999 2000

Figure 5. Estimated median salary b SBE certification.

oracle of the salary survey, the
answer is an unequivocal "Yes."
Not only has the number of SBE
certified engineers increased, so
have their salaries.
This year, 36 percent of engineers

are SBE certified. This
number is not as high as
the 1997 figure of 41
percent, but it is up from
last year's calculation of
34 percent and level
with 1998 (see Figure
4). To break the figure
down, 38 percent of con-
tract engineers are cer-
tified, as are 36 percent
of staff engineers.
This body of certified

engineers is being re-
warded for obtaining
certification. SBE certi-

Figure 2). The
median earnings
for certified staff
engineers for both
market categories
is $53,333, well
above the aver-
age. Contract en-
gineers fare the
best in this cate-
gory, too. Those
who hold certifi-
cation earn an in-
credible 55 per-

cent more then their noncertified col-
leagues (see Figure 5).

Pilo' money
Did you receive a salary increase in

the last 12 months? That's what we

Staff Engineer, Contract Engineer,

Figure 6. Respondents receiving salary incteases.
Circle (124) on Free Info Card

or go to www.beradio.com
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t's no longer a secret, people all over the

world are discovering, despite the hype, that

digital dynamics processing can't compete with

good analog. Even Cutting Edge® claims their

Omnia unit sounds almost as good as analog,

while both Cutting Edge and Orbanr claim each

other's digital product trashes the signal.

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of

an all analog signal path with the power of digital

control. Through its use of 11 patented circuits,

the 2020 achieves the greatest possible loudness

while retaining musicality and naturalness.

No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot.

No subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping.

Just the loudest, cleanest FM processing with the

greatest possible coverage area.

Better sound and more listeners - too good to

be true? Call Aphex today for a demonstration,

and we'll show you there is truth in advertising.

FM Pro Model MCI

Pun 4114111444. ate. 
MY NW

0.1

SP IND

APHExImproving the way the world sounds

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
SYSTEMS 818-767-2929  Fax: 818-767-2641  http://www.aphex.com

SAI

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation Orban and Optimod are registered trademarks of Harman International
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asked our re-
spondents, and

many answered "Yes." Though their
increases were modest, staff engi-
neers were the most likely to receive
an increase. Eighty percent of those in
the top 50 market and 66 percent of
those in the below top 50 market got
a raise within the year. Station man-
agement in the top 50 and below top
50 markets fared slightly worse. Sixty-
four percent and 47 percent, respec-

tively, received a raise.
In this category, the
contract engineer fares
the worst: 42 percent
of those in the top 50
market and 36 percent
in the below top 50
market saw increases
in their paychecks (see
Figure 6).

Median salary increas-
es were modest, rang -

L

-41,"

40",.

i;4"

71.1a Contract Engineer

O Staff Engineer
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A Station Management ii liai

..ass : J .1.W 'lag.
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REMOTE MANAGEMENT FROM ANYWHERE

CONTROL IS GOOD.
IP2 IS BETTER.

IP2port uses standard TCP/IP networks and software for
remote management and control of real -world devices:

71-1a  Create control panels using web

browsers and receive alarm
notification via e-mail.

 Access your equipment from any

dedicated network or dial -up
Internet connection.

Aztec Radiomedia America
Tel: +1 703 875 9100 - Fax: +1 703 875 9161
E-mail: america@aztec-radiomedia.com

AZTEC
R ADIOMEDIA

Di,4igram Group

www.aztec-radiomedia.com

Figure 7. Salary increases.

ing from 4 percent to 5 percent.
Contract engineers and station man-
agement saw a median increase of 5
percent, while pay for staff engi-
neers rose by 4 percent.

A clean, well -lighted place
\X,e asked engineers what organiza-

tions are doing to attract new talent
and retain existing staff. Items that
topped the list include continuing
education and training, a competi-
tive salary and benefits, hiring addi-
tional personnel to reduce workload
and offering an up-to-date, attractive
work environment.

What comes across as a common
theme is the fact that radio engineer-
ing is fast becoming an area of spe-
cialization that requires technical and
computer savvy as well as design
and management skills, all in addi-
tion to the ability to keep the station
running on a day-to-day basis. As a
result, employees are harder to find
and keep, and more employers are
doing what it takes to keep talented
staff persons around. Sadly, we still
received numerous write-in answers
in which respondents indicated noth-
ing was being done to attract new
personnel. As one respondent put it,
"Natural attrition is working."

The complete results of the 2000 BE Radio
Salary Survey are available for $50 each.
E-mail beradiocdintertec.com for more in-
formation or fill out the reader service card.

See a sampling of write-in answers on the
website. More information on Novell.
NARET and Microsoft certification is avail-
able in the report.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Circle (205) on Free Info Card
Circle (126) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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I not be a straight line.
By Chriss Scherer, editor

of CAT -5 cable, twisted -pair currently
has the highest penetration.

For cable connections between
different parts of a facility, multi-

conductor cables are the obvious
answer. Digital versions of twist-

ed -pair and coaxial cables are
40/ available for any application.

C. Cable termination is a concern
1.141 any time multiple conductor ca -

et
bles are used. For twisted -pair

The nethod w terminating punch mucks has improved, as has their
performance. Shown is a Krone Series 2 block. A version is also
available that will mount on a standard 66 block.

Even the simplest radio opera-
tion needs an established sys-
tem for manipulating the flow

of signals, whether those signals are
maintained within a single room or
shared throughout a multiple -studio
facility. There are many ways to han-
dle this routing, Font basic wiring to
fully integrated routing switchers.

Most facilities today have some com-
bination of analog and digital sources.
It is important to remember that ana-
log wire is not good for digital applica-
tions, but digital wire is the best analog

("§ from
wire you can get.

There are two digital
wiring -plan choices:
balanced or unbal-
anced. Balanced digi-
tal signals will follow
the AES-3 standard.
Unbalanced digital sig-
nals will follow the
AES-31D standard.
Your equipment will
likely determine

which you use. Converting from one
format to another is not difficult, since
the signals are identical. The differ-
ence is the characteristic impedance
and voltage level (see Figures 1 & 2).

In cases where the equipment uses
balanced and unbalanced signals, the
choice may be determined by consid-
erations specific to the type of cable,
the connectors needed or the meth-
od of multiple termination. Coax is
typically more expensive than twist-
ed -pair wire. Cost and installation time
also vary. Because of the proliferation

SF cables, insulation -displacing punch
blocks are popular. The standard

telephone -company style 66 block is
by far the most common. They are also
readily available and rather inexpen-
sive. They work well in many applica-
tions if the wire is prepared and care-
fully punched into the fork. Other
types are available as well: Northern
Telecom offers a variation called a Bix
block, Assembly Connection offers the
FlexiBlock first introduced by Gentner,
and German manufacturer Krone of-
fers an updated punch -block variation.

Bix blocks and FlexiBlocks feature
truly parallel forks so multiple wires
can be punched onto the same point
without them being squeezed out.
They also work well with stranded
wire. The Krone blocks fit into the
same mounting bracket as the 66
block and offer twice as many con-
nections in the same space. There
are other improvements on the de-
sign as well. Other impact -style prod-
ucts are available, including the QCP
connection from ADC, typically found
on the company's patch bays.

The AES-3 standard calls for 11052
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This Revolutionary Digital Hybrid Features:

1.06-  sNO 00 
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OG1

AES/EBU and analog inputs

and outputs

Adjustable compressor
and expander

Adjustable 3 -band digital E0

Adjustable caller control

Selectable auto mix -minus

www.bgsfl.com ph 352-622-7700

until now.

Give your on -air

talent something to

get excited about.

The DH30.

Digital Echo Cancellation r..

Highest gualNy sound

Bass boost

LCD menu display

Remarkable low price

Gentner
fax 352-622-7000
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Alm9n linPl.q;n7)
7nd cPntOmtlen outside of the AES-3

range, but most quality
cable with a tolerance of ±20 per- CAT -5 cables will not
cent. This range is rather large by be pushed to the lim-
comparison, but it allows the cables
to span from to 88.1/ to 13211 CAT -5
cable, which is specified at 1001/
±155/, falls almost completely within
the range of the AES-3 standard. The
low end of the CAT -5 specification is

it's extremes. One
product has gained
considerable attention
for its use of CAT -5
cabling for audio appli-
cations: the StudioHub

from Radio
Systems. Termination
blocks, called hubs, can ac-
cept connections on RJ-45
connectors or 110 -style
punch terminals.

Patch bays. once the prevailing method of signal ru,...iig. are
being replaced by routing switchers. Despite being an older
technology, patch bays still have practical uses.

NORTHWEST

Seattle

(800) 735.7051

WEST

Northern CA

1888)737.7321

Southern CA

(800)346-6434

More than just cable
The wiring is only part of

an audio distribution system
and offers point-to-point,
usually fixed, connections.
There are other devices that
handle routing, switching
and distribution.

Distribution amplifiers are
used in many point-to-mul-

AES3 - 1992 (Balanced)

T3 -7V PP
4-4 - - - - -
of

J
4
0.

1V p -p
V 75v

A63 - ID (Unbalanced) 1r

Figure 1. The AES-3 electrical characteristics. While the
data itself Is the same, the characteristic impedance and
signal level are different.

tipoint applications. Until the wide
acceptance of routing switchers, DAs
were the most common method of
multiple routing. One drawback is
that each connection requires its own
discrete cable run. For sources that
are shared throughout a facility, this
can use a substantial amount of re-
sources. Some application, however,
are still best -served with DAs. Off -air
monitor feeds are one example. An-
other application is a single tuner
feeding multiple EAS decoders. In
situations where the flexibility of
switching is not required, a DA is an
excellent choice. They are available

Has your equipment supplier been...

Consolidated?
"R'Ph Cava' :For liot4!"

SOUTHWEST

Texas

(800) 537-1801 *
(888) 839.7373

CENTRAL

Missouri

(800)467.7373

With 300+ brands of your favorite stuff!
The Best People! The Best Prices!

Why call anyone else??

EAST

Pittsburgh

(724) 733.1994

Philadelphia

(888) 260.9298

SOUTH

Florida

(800)476.8943

OjjR F Specioltiec
Group www.rfspec.com
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Do More, Spend Less
"Scott Studios Saves My Stations $45,000 per Year"
Doug Lane, owner and GM of WWDL (FM), WICK (AM) and WYCK (AM), Scranton and Wilkes
Barre, PA says he "saves more than $45,000 per year with Scott Studios' Voice Trax automation.
While the investment was major for a small family company like ours, the pay back was fast and
real. And the savings are year after year after year.
"Unless we are running evening baseball or Friday night high school football, we close the
building at 6PM and operate unattended until 5:30 the next morning.
"We use several independent announcers to record Voice Trax for us, along with our regular staff.
Even me! We operate both live assist and automation."
Normally, each announcer records a fresh show every day. Scott's exclusive Voice/Music
Synchronizer guarantees every song plays only with the correct voice track. If a jock gets too busy
and doesn't do their show in time, Scott s unique Voice Trax System automatically airs evergreen
standbys that sound right! Doug says, "No one but Scott Studios has this great fail-safe feature.
Scott Studios' System provides a separate specific generic Voice Trax for every track for every hour
and every day of the week in case someone can't track their show in time."
Scott's Voice Trax recorder is the industry's easiest to use: most tasks are done with just one
button. The mouse and keyboard are seldom touched. Voice Trax take only seconds per cut to
record. Scott's AutoPost makes announcers sound better and minimizes Voice Trax re -cuts.
Experienced jocks don't waste time checking their work because they hear their voice and
surrounding music and spots in context while recording.

On -Al
2

Start
3

Start
3

Start'3

start
3

start
30

I Knew I Loved You
Savage Garden

:11/4.24/F HIT DA3468 7:43
01 for 2 weiska In March. 2000

Show Not Tho Meaning OL.
Backstreet Boys

:1714:13/F HIT DA5204 7:41

Backstreet Boys Becksell
Doug Lane

:00/0:13/C VT JU1094 7.52

Dodge Trucks
Q: Your Dodge Dealer

:00/0:60/F COM DA2215 7.53

y Kitchen
Os Kids Eat Free Tonight

:60/C COM DA1234 7:54

WWDL Fast Jingle
Qs WWDL

.00/042/C J1N DA4315 7:55

A: 41000 :08

Half A Minute
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Have You Ever He'll Never Lrelsiel
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Healing Heart Don't Fd
Wynona Juddia E Rita Cool/dm/1M
L 7/2 9p N 7/15 4p L 7/1 3p N II7 Ta

Heaven And Earth Here In My Heat
Al Jarreau
L 7/4 10a N711211 IC.

Chicago
N 7114 3p

Here There & Ever Hero

L 7/5 ap N 7/135a
ID. David CrCrCeline Dion

Marlah Carey gillrG4erl I
Hero

L 75 1p N 7717 9p L711 11si N 7/12.3;

High Sion Hold On My Heart
Too (Hands Ronst Genesis
L 7/6 1p N 7'14 8a L 6/27 1p N None

George Benson
L ' 9 2a 1, 1" -1

Sheryl Crow
L 7/2 3p 1,

Hooked OR

'114 A 11111511" Doug is now installing Scott's automated temperature

Hands
ANSI
L71111110 N7/136a

1131aeri K.Ggapman
L 71611a'.

I Told You L:
Rod Stewart
L Tp

Having0dasyetPArit4

L 8p

Hear Me In Tne Ha
1Lia7r,iiriGooar!,,nich,4r3.

Heaven Knows
Luther Vandross
L7/1 9;31,--T 10,

Here To Love You
Melissa Manchest
L 7/512m"; 2 I

Hero's Dream
Jim Brickmal
L 7/37p ,

Higher Ground
Barbra Streisand
L 12n

Holdm On Home

Stations can lock the door
and go home with
confidence. Scott has Doug's stations have
exclusive watchdog used Scott Studios'
circuits that make our Voice Trax systems forsystems more self- many years.
healing and reliable than
others. Scott predicts
many problems before they occur, usually as soon as
logs are done. Scott also pages people who can make
last minute adjustments off -site by modem (if needed).
After a year of trouble -free operation, Doug Lane says,
"It was fun to get five calls at the studio over the
Holidays from out of town PD's and GM's wanting to
speak with me because they heard me 'on the air'.
Guess what? I wasn't even there! They were amazed at
our Voice Trax and Scott's accurate lime Checks too.
Actually, they were 'very impressed'!

Doug Lane,
Owner and GM,

WWDL. WICK and
WYCK, Wilkes-Barre

and Scranton. PA

i GHIJKL announcer. He says, 'Scott's features are great. TheglaggeNOPQ TUVWX savings are even better! I wouldn't want to run my
stations without Scott Systems!"The Scott System is !Litho s most user-friendly. You get distant airplay or

audition of any song simply by spelling a few letters of its title or artist. You Scott Systems are delivered with your music library
see when songs played last and when they'll play next. You also get voice pre -dubbed, plus time -saving CD nppers that digitally
tracking while listening to music in context, hot keys, automatic recording and transfer music to hard drive in seconds, no -dub instant
graphic waveform editing and scrub of of phone calls, all in one computer! LAN spot uploads from Sonic Foundry multi -track

production, MPEG and uncompressed digital audio (at
a compressed price) and a week of Scott School training of your whole staff at your station. You get Cart Walls for instant
requests, a phone recorder with waveform and audible scrub editing, the ability to record Voice Trax in your air studio while
listening to your music in context in headphones, title and artist displays for your website, time announce and Cat. 5 audio
wiring for fast installation. Scott's SS32 System can feed different spots to webcasts or second stations, run satellite formats and
ABC's LocalMax. Scott Studios offers optional auto -transfers of spots and Voice
Trax to distant stations over Internet or WAN, wire capture and newsroom editors,
unattended school closing reports and 24/7 live support via toll -free cell phones. SCat Se4diat
Scott Studios' unequaled money -saving features mean more U.S. stations use Scott
than any other digital air studio systems (5,500 workstations in 2,250 U.S. Stations
and nine of the top ten groups). See our web site and toll -free phone at the right.

See Scott's NAB Radio Booth R4093
and Video Booth L2506 at the LVCC.

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
Internet: www.scottstudios.com
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

B 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
Circle (130)an Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com



for analog and digital applications.
The oldest and most recognizable

method of routing audio signals is the
patch bay. This technology is still

common in most facilities. Because
they are passive, there is no chance of
patch bays failing from an electrical
problem. However, the patch bay is
completely mechanical, which pre-
sents its own set of challenges.

Patch bays are
effective in small-
er applications
where routing re-
quirements are
minimal or are

Format Cable Type Impedance Connectors Amplitude
IFIRMININWPWRIPMEIMMIROWIIMINENNW
ppompuipw

ipomppippemewmpr

DJ Dave OT sorNto

111 sDof [limper 321 t ma\i oe

er \iou cr hoTe b, 'ye detected a taut

missing Perhaps liou stud look !to 11

if !Pr-

WaveStatIon 3.0 with WebConnect

www.bsiusa.com

not routine. A patch bay can be set up
to allow visualization of a linear path.
This can make patching around a
device easier than moving input and
output cables on equipment or an
elaborate switching arrangement.

Most larger facilities use a routing
switcher as the main means of audio
routing. The hardware cost and setup
may appear to be costly, but changes
and additions to the wiring plan are
simplified, and additional switching
capability can be easily added.

Newer audio console designs have
taken the routing-switcher idea to a
new level. Two approaches are now

New console designs have integrated rout-
ing functions as part of the console,
whether it is displaying router data, like the
Wheatstone D-700, or acting as a control
surface for an audio engine. like the
Auditronics NuStar 4.0.

avail-
able. The
first brings the
power of the controllers to the con-
sole surface. This allows the selected
audio source name to be displayed on
the console. Multiple source selec-
tions can be programmed into the
console. Furthering this idea, the con-
sole surface itself can become a router
controller. Rather than bringing all of
the audio sources from the routing
selector in the rack room to the studio
and then back to the rack room, the
console surface acts much like a com-
puter keyboard. No audio, with the
possible exception of monitor feeds,
passes through the console surface. 0

Photo page 54 courtesy of Sierra Auto-
mated Systems and KABC.

Circle (131) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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SMARTER
DIGITAL

DELIVERY

A smarter buy. A smarter

system. DADpRo32 combines

reliability, flexibility and ease

of use with hot, web -savvy

features and the best tech

support in the business. It's

time for smarter digital.

Smarter. Faster. Better.

ENCO
'...--_!-SYSTEMS, INC

800 ENCO.SYS www.enco.com
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The
portable

people meter
By Chriss Scherer, editor

A new way to track listening.
For years, radio ratings have rest-
ed on the paper forms listeners
complete. Stations have built

advertising rates and made plans based
on these ratings reports. There is.
however, a certain amount of built-in
error with this method. A listener may
not always have the reporting form,
called a diary, handy. Some listeners
also do a great deal of station hopping
in search of suitable listening. Com-
pletely accurate listening diaries are
atypical. Arbitron has acknowledged
that the existing method is not per-
fect and has begun work on a more
reliable, modem system: the personal
people meter (PPM).

Technical overview
In 1992, the personal people meter

project was started to make it easier
to track the media choices of survey
participants. The goal was to have an
automatic measurement system that
required no user intervention be-
yond carrying a monitoring device
the size of a standard pager.

Electronic metering systems have
been considered in other media. An

Forget the paper and pencil, the
research on a more accurate rat-

ings method continues.

example in television is a device that
monitors which channel is being
viewed. The goal of the PPM project is
to develop a system that tracks the
listening habits of a person rather than
tracking the devices themselves.

During PPM's eight years of develop-
ment, there have been two field tests
in Manchester, England. These tests
took place at the end of 1998 and the
end of 1999/beginning of 2000. The
field trials had more than 200,000
encoder hours of operation in the U.K.
The first test had a sample base of 50
participants. The second test used 300
participants. The researchers received
favorable results and have decided to
bring field tests to the U.S.

In the fourth quarter of this year,

field tests will begin in the Philadel-
phia market. At this time, the partici-
pating stations have not been deter-
mined, but Arbitron reports that,
among station managers and pro-
grammers, interest is high. The par-
ticipating stations will likely be deter-
mined at the end of the summer.

The field tests will come in two
phases. The initial deployment will
use 300 meters in Wilmington, DE,
part of the Philadelphia metro ratings
area. Late in 2001, Arbitron plans to
begin increasing the sample to cover
the entire Philadelphia market.

Station equipment
Participating radio stations will install

a device called a studio -grade encod-

Photo: The complete system. showing the SGE. PPM. base station and hub.
The SGE shown here is an older. 4R U version.
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IIIf the migration to digital is in your future,

tnen this is the route to take. Introducing the

13rge size, big perfo-mance analog router that

also speaks fluent digital. A true hybrid that

allows yoL to scale :he number of ana og and

cigital ports as needi. now and in tte future.

tnd even better, the S\S64000 creates a forward

path to AES/EBU digital audio without creating

Enaloc obsolescence.

This means you cal mix your analog and dicital I/O in

the same router fame. Go direct analog tc analog, or

digital to digital. Or mix it Ap with 24 bit corversion

analog to digita- and vice versa. Either way, this

unique architectu-e sports f awless signal irtegrity

and non -:lock -rig 'lexibility.

And it's wonde-ful-y simple, ji.;t plug in our new digital

port expander and that's it. Welcome to cigital!

-co -existing rich -y with analog in the ame framework.
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The New Standard for
Digital Consoles

Numix consoles by Logitek
give you all of the flexibility you nee

 True DSP-based digital mixing and roJting

 Combine analog and digital signals as needed

 Re -configure fader and button assignments
"on the f y" - no need to re-wi-e anything

 Integrates nicely with dig tal storage systems-

fader displays provide room for song titles,
timing information, or other messages

 Contemporary ergonomic design keeps
controls within easy reach

 "Building -Block' design allows you to specify
a console with 6 to 42 fader ciannels

 Easy installatioi, clean wiring -- leave all of
that extra equipment and caDling in the
equipment racks

Call today for more information

5622 Edgemoor
Hcriston, TX 77081
B00.231.5870 (North America)
tel: 713.664.4470
fax: 713.664.4479

Logue
Digital With a Better Difference

Visit us at www.logitekaudio.com

Another first:
Arbitron Internet
ListeningStudy
By Dana Martin, associate editor

The first undertaking of its kind,
the Arbitron Internet Listening
Study I: Radio in a new media
world, was completed in October
1999. The survey provides mul-
tiple insights into current and fu-
ture online listening trends. The
complete study is available on-
line at www.arbitron.com/
studiesl.htm#ilsl. Three other
Internet studies - Internet Lis-
tening Study II: Radio and
e -commerce, Internet Study
Broadcasters vs. webcasters:
Which business model will win?
and Internet Study IV: The buy-
ing power of "streamies" - are
also available at the above site.

The listening study identifies
several challenges for radio.
Among these are the fact that
Internet users spend 12 percent
less time listening to the radio.
Further, 25 percent of Ameri-
cans are interested in the con-
cept of digital satellite radio, and
17 percent of Americans feel
their local radio options do not
match their musical tastes.

On the plus side, radio stations
stand to profit from the Internet, as
long as they play their cards right.
First, webcasting will likely boost
at -work listenership. Second, on-
line listening could actually en-
hance the number of hours listen-
ers tune in a particular station:
The survey shows that most Amer-
icans want to listen online to the
same station they tune in on tradi-
tional appliances.

But online listenership won't
come easy. You can't simply repli-
cate your programming on the
Net, at least not if you want to keep
up with Internet -savvy listeners.
This audience wants all of the perks
that come with online listening.
These include access to informa-
tion on products and services that
the radio station advertises, adver-
tising coupons (40 percent of re-
spondents showed an interest in
this form of e -commerce), and lo-
cal shopping information. Nearly
half of all listeners are interested in
buying products and services from
a station's site. Besides being con-
venient for listeners, these elements
will also help the station make
money and enhance its relation-
ships with advertisers.

13r1 on Free I -rfc Ci rd Jrr go to Ferirdio COM
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The
portable

people meter
er (SGE) in their audio chains. The
SGE inserts an inaudible signal into
the audio path. This encoded signal is
then received and decoded by either
a studio -grade decoder or a PPM.
The inaudible codes are within

the audio range and are created by
using an Arbitron-patented psycho -
acoustic masking methodology
called critical hand encoding tech-

nology (CBET). ID codes are only
inserted when program audio is
present. The design goal of the
system is to insert the codes with-
out affecting the quality of the
transmitted audio signal. The en-
coding and decoding process was
developed by Arbitron with the
assistance of Lockheed Martin.

The encoded data stream will only
contain station information for the
first Philadelphia tests. Multiple lev-
els of encoding are being consid-
ered but will not he used in the

The best
sounding,

most reliable
digital audio

systems use

Digigram

sound cards.

Does yours?

EDigig am
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 1004 Arlington, Virginia 22201

Phone 1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161  E-mail: input ddigigram.com  Welywww.digigram.corn

version being tested. The capabil-
ity exists to include additional data,
such as time and date stamping and
station programming information.
It will be determined later what
information would best be to in-
clude in the data stream for the
final system.

The SGE can interface to balanced
analog audio, AES-3 or AES-31D sig-
nal paths. The SGE is placed in the
audio chain based on the criteria
outlined in an installation manual
prepared by Arbitron. Ideally, the
SGE is installed as the last element in
the signal path, after any compres-
sion or equalization. The tests in
England and at the Maryland facility
show that the encoding also works
with aggressive processing.

In the analog audio SGE, program
audio goes through a passive sum-
ming network in which the code is
added, without A/D or D/A conver-
sion. The digital audio SGE passes the
AES format signal through a first in,
first out (FIFO) process, where the
code is added in the digital domain
without any conversion to analog.

The base station recharges the PPM
and downloads its data.

I lie system delay for both units is a
constant 20.833p.s. Bypass circuitry
uses a power -off relay that com-
pletely bypasses the SGE circuitry.

The encoder is installed at the distri-
bution source. The 19 -inch rack unit
provides continuous, real-time stereo
encoding of program material as it is
broadcast. This equipment is self -

monitoring to ensure continuous op -
Circle (136) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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BROADCAST SUPPLY VVORLOW IDE

Advantage

Shipping

Audio Equipment for Broadcasters
Best Price Guarante2. Same Day Shipping Extended Hours

knowledoeabie Sales Staff flexible Terms

TELCO EQUIPMENT
BSW stocks a huge selection of teko products, from POTS

and ISDN codecs for rel able rem3tes to telephone

systems and hyb-ids for placing oilers

on the air. Whatever your

E qui ment needs, get them

at cur everyday low prices.

Call and tell: to the experts today.

To Order Call BSW 1-800-426-8434

or Visit www.bswusa.com
BSW stocks a huge warehouse of products.

If we have it in stock, we will ship it the same day.

Just call us by 5:0) pm Eastern Standard Time.' Call or Visit Online for Your Fee
176 -page BSW 2000 Catalog

' 011 or see www.bswusa.com for details. Circle (13T on Free Info Card or
online at www.beradio.com



The
portable

people meter
oration and noninterference with the
broadcast. Arbitron is currently de-
signing a multichannel unit for applica-
tions such as cable television and satel-

lite radio systems to avoid the need to
install large numbers of encoders to
handle all available channels.

The system has been tested with and
will work on AM, FM and Internet audio
paths. It has also been tested with TV
audio. A joint agreement between
Arbitron and Nielsen will also make the
system available for television use.

For the listener
The PPM detects and processes

acoustic signals and identifies codes
from any audio source encoded with
the SGE. Detecting these codes al-
lows identification of the source of
the signals. These PPM units detect
and record the station identifier and
the time the listener was exposed to
the media source. This information is
gathered and processed by Arbitron

to produce the ratings results.
The PPM is a pager -sized device

worn by a survey participant
throughout the day. It automatical-
ly detects inaudible codes that ra-
dio, television and cable providers
embed into the audio portion of
their programming using encoders

About the size of a pager. the PPM is
designed so participants can easily
carry them all day.

try to control yourself...
Remote Facilities Controller

control transmitter from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured. affordable. reliable

integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter

parallel printer interface

internal modem for data

front panel status indicators

battery backed power supply

rack mountable chassis (1U)

Dual Channel Audio Fel'safe

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 7 seconds to 4.5 minutes

monitors two audio channels

integrated rack panel

cost-effective. reliable

1116* Sine Systems-
nashville. tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com

Circle (138) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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provided by Arbitron.
The PPM itself contains a sensitive

pickup device and DSP decoder to
analyze the received audio and detect
the ID codes. The unit has enough
memory to store at least one day of
event codes. It operates on a recharge-
able battery with a charge capacity for
at least one day of operation.

To prevent a user from falsifying
readings, the PPM is equipped with a

motion detector. A green LED indi-
cates activity. This motion detector
helps ensure that a survey participant
is indeed wearing the PPM during the
day. The motion detector can sense
the slightest movement. Motion de-
tection is performed over an interval
of time rather than instant -by -instant.

At the end of the day, the survey
participant places the PPM in the
base station, which extracts the re-
corded data (identification codes and
motion data) and passes it on to the
household hub through household
wiring. The hub then sends all of the
data to the Arbitron central comput-
er system over the telephone line.
The base station also recharges the
device. Both the base unit and the
hub have been designed for ease of
installation and ease of use. To fur-
ther simplify using the PPM, survey
participants are given three simple
instructions: Take your meter with
you, keep the green light on and
recharge your meter at bedtime.

The hub has an LCD screen that can

display simple instructions and sys-
tem status information as well as
giving the survey participant feed-
back. A point system has been de-
veloped to track how long the PPM
was in motion during the day. These
points are used to determine the
incentive paid to respondents.
Arbitron recently built a critical lis-

tening room to be used in the devel-
opment of the next generation of
audio encoders for the PPM system. It
is housed in Arbitron's research and
technology center in Columbia, MD.
The PPM project is a work in progress,
and this listening room is another step
in perfecting the system.

Thanks to Thom Mocarsky, vice president
of communications, and Dave Forr. man-
ager of encoding operations for Arbitron for
their assistance in preparing this article.

www.beradio.com



FM AntennasMedium power circularpolarization Low power-AntennasFMcircularpolarization
S GP -1 $690 4Kw GP -1 $350 1.51<w
S GP -2 $2,690 8Kw GP -2 $1,350 31.w
SGF'-3 $3,595 10Kw GP -3 $1,900 51..-w
S GP -4 $4,500 10Kw GP-4- $2,600 6I<AN,
S GP -5 $5,300 10Kw GrP-5 $3,150 61:w
S GP -6 $6,100 10Kw GP -6 $3,700 6kw

1V1 Antennas
Educational circa/1mi-

pcolsairizsatiori
MP -1
MP -2
MP -3
MP -4
MP2 -4
MP3 -5
MP3 -6

$250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820$2,270
$2,740

0. 6Kw
0.8Kw
0.8Kw
0. 8Kw2Kw

3Kw
3 kw

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112
Miami, Fl. 33122
Te1:305-477 0974
Fax:305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com
Circle :139) on Free Into Card or

online at www.beradio.com



Field Report

Field Report: Prime Image Cash
By Doug Irwin

Cash is a self-contained, single rack -unit device that
serves one purpose: to squeeze X plus Y minutes of
program in to Z minutes of real time. The point, of

course, is to allow for more commercial time during a
program of known length. The unit accomplishes this by
way of a proprietary time -compression algorithm that does
not change the
pitch of its output.
Specific parameters
(original program
time, referred to
above as X; and
insert time, re -

second input of the downstream mixer or router.
Figure 2 shows the timing of remote -control pulses used

to start the two program sources as well as the time-

compression function of the unit. The operator can press
one button that has three, one-shot outputs: one that starts
the program -one source, one that starts the program -two

source and one that starts the time -
compression operation.

The hold function is quite easy to
use as well (see Figure 3 for an
illustration of how to do this). When
the operator plays commercials dur-
ing the show, the tally output of the
module through which the com-
mercial material is playing can be
used to generate a hold closure to

Performance at a glance
 Easy -to -use front -panel controls
 RS -232 and external tally remote

control
 Single rack unit, self-contained
 XLR balanced ins and outs
 Increases commercial inventory

(erred to al)oe as )) are

preprogrammed into the
unit (resulting in total run-
ning time, Z).
When activated, by either

the front -panel controls or
the remote control, the output of the unit will be silent
for the entire insert time. After the insert time has passed,
the time -compressed program appears at the output of
the device. Cash can be installed either on the input side
of the console, in series with the program source that will
be time -compressed, or on the output side of the
console. Both input and output connec-
tions are XLR balanced.

Installation
With a typical broadcast console, Cash

would be fairly easy to install and oper-
ate simply by making use of the remote
controls and tally outputs from the con-
sole. Figure 1 shows a simple installa-
tion. The program one source feeds the
commercial material that
will be added to the hour.
This material is routed to
the transmitter via one in-
put of a downstream mixer
or router. The program two
source is the audio to be
time -compressed. This
source is routed through
the unit and then into the the three events for using Cash

ground on the unit's remote -control connector. While the
hold contact is pulled down, the unit will suspend the time-

compression function, allowing, for example, 30 -second
spots to come out of the unit at 30 seconds in length.

The most crit_cal aspect in the use of Cash is that of time.
The user must know the exact length of the material that
will be compressed as well as that of the material to be
added. Otherwise, there will be awful -sounding collisions
in the combined program at or near the end of the insert
period. For this reason, the Cash is ideally suited for use
when the exact length of the program material is known
in advance.

Figure 1. A basic installation using two output buses.

J Start P1 source

Start P2 source

Start Cash

Figure 2. A single tally command can be used to start

On -air
Typically, Cash

installations are in -
studio, where the
front panel is ac-
cessible to the op-
erator. The remote
controls referred to
above are accessi-
ble via a DB9 con-

nector on the rear panel of the unit.
Cash can also be programmed and
controlled via the RS -232 connector on
the rear panel using the rackmount
remote control the manufacturer offers.
Some time prior to the beginning of a

program, the operator enters the pro-
gram time (the known length of the
program that will be time -compressed)
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and the insert time
(the known length of
the material that will
be added). Addition-
ally, the amount of
bold time anticipated
should be entered in
the unit. This figure is
needed so the unit will
be able to perform the
necessary amount of

1 Cash: Hold command

Total hold time

Figure 3. The hold command will
suspend the time -squeeze operation.

time -compression in the time allotted,
program time minus the hold time and
the insert time.

A simple example is in order. If the
program time is 58 minutes, then the
operator programs this number into Cash
via the front -panel pushbuttons and the
control knob. Further, if the time to be
inserted is 2 minutes, the operator uses
the front -panel buttons and the single
control knob to set that parameter. Final-
ly, the hold time is entered in a similar
fashion. Cash has four available presets,
all accessible via the DB9 remote control,
so that (up to) four sets of parameters can
be preprogrammed and used over and
over again.

Overall performance
For music, any Q factor (i.e., quality

factor) lower than 81 is unacceptable.
The effect you will notice is an audible
increase in the tempo as well as what
can best be described as wandering in
the tempo. At Q levels of 89 and higher,
I did not perceive that the unit was
working at all.

You can definitely get away with more
when running plain speech through the
Cash. I found that the quality of the
output was still acceptable when using
Cash to "add" 10 percent to the program
in question (i.e., the ratio of insert time
divided by program time is 0.1).

Overall, I am impressed with the con-
struction of Cash. The enclosure is made
of thick steel, and the manual is concise
yet thorough. If you want to be a hero to
your station's sales management, Cash
warrants your immediate attention.

Doug Irwin is director of engineering services
for the AMFM cluster in San Francisco.

Note: This Field Report was prepared by using
the unit offline. Audio sources for the evaluation
included music and speech from recorded and
off -air sources.

which is the

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
BE Radio feature for radio broadcasters. Each report
is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station.
production facility or consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry, for the
industry. Manufacturer support is limited to providing
loan equipment and to aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the
results of any device tested, positive or negative. No
report should be considered an endorsement or
disapproval by BE Radio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www.neumannusa.com/10::

NeumannIUSA IL 'H.\1 I n:.
Telephone 860 434 5220  FAX: .60.434.314i

www.beradio.com
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Radio station in a box
Aztec Radiomedia

Products
NextFM

300: This
low -power
FM broadcast
system uses
advanced dig-
ital signal pro-
cessing and
patented
technology

from Aztec Radiomedia. Stand-alone MP3 audio player capable of totally
automated broadcast with onboard storage of up to 50 hours. Interface to
combine an audio source with the MP3 player for interactive programming.
Broadcast can originate from the player or an external source (such as an
audio mixer, CD player or cassette deck). MOSFET FM transmitter (1W to
lOW output power) with digital stereo generator. Digital RDS subcarrier
generator for data services. Embedded IP2 technology and built-in Ethernet
for control of the NextFM 300 via local and Internet networks. NextFM 300
can send e -mails to advise events or alarms.

+33 3 88 30 90 90: fax +33 3 88 30 93 99
www.aztec-radiomedia.com; ccntact@aztec-rodiomedia.com

Circle (250) on Free IN° Card

Digital console
Auditronics
220: Features totally modular con-
struction with four stereo program
buses, each with digital and analog
outputs. Serial interface allows the
unit to communicate with many auto-
mation systems and routers. Has sam-
ple -rate conversion on all digital in-
puts and a choice of 32-, 44.1- or
48kHz console clock rates. Uses
V -DIP software for simplified console
setup. Can be reconfigured by the
user from digital to analog and back
simply by changing, a daughter card.

252-638-7000; fax 252-637-1285
www.auditronics.com

sales@wheatstone.com
Circle (257) on Free info Card

Wiring system improvements
Radio Systems
10. StudioHub+: Employs the same
CAT -5 wiring platform, but makes
different use of the pairs for increased
compatibility with Ethernet network,
Expands the line to include a wide
selection of new digital and analog
accessories. Included are A/D 24 -bit
converters, S/PDIF to AES-3 converters, and mixing

856-467-8000: fax 156-467-3044
www.radiosystems.com; sales@ ra iiosysters.com

Circle (264) on Free Info Card

Stereo two -channel
corn aressor
Prism Sound

MLA -2 compres-
sor Features variable
drive, ratio, attack and
release times and out-
put gain. For optimum
transparency and free-
dom from noise, the MIA -2 employs a non-VCA design. Input gain control,
adjusts compression depth (drive), adjustable ratio from gentle compression
to limiting, adjustable attack and release times. Attack and release times are
dynamically auto -adjusted to avoid pumping effect. Switchable gain reduction
or program level (VU) metering. lmagelink system for intelligent stereo
linking: short transients on one channel do not duck both. Low noise and wide
dynamic range. Electronically balanced XLR inputs and outputs.

973-299-7790; fax 9'3-2c9-7759; www.prlamsound.com; sales@prismsounc.com
Circle (263) 3n Free Info Card

Expert level propagation software
V -Soft

Probe II: Features the ability to in-
clude land cover database attenua-
tions in signal calculations. Okumu-
ra/Hata/Davidson and COST -231/
Hata propagation models have been
added. The urban clutter factor for
Longley-Rice has been implemented.
FMPTP Version 2 is incorporated as a
propagation model and a contour
model. Street level mapping has been
added. The world version of program
and terrain will calculate signals and
produce maps anywhere in the world.
Plots land cover in the U.S. Plots city-

shape polygons above and below the
signal layer. Plots signal and interfer-
ence transparently so that map fea-
tures below can be seen. Draws sig-
nal and interference at the same time.

800-743-3684: fax 319-266-9212
www.v-soft.com; kmichler@v-soft.com

Circle (270) on Free Info Card
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nser mic
A udio/Sonifex
MSH-10: A short shotgun and

. capsule system deliver the
t side signals. The microphone is
vantage for use on a pole. M and

s are output independently for
processing. The microphone re-
hantom power, and there is no
r any extra units. The amplifier

s low noise and transformerless out -
LED illuminates when phantom

(6.

N

eower is connected.
207-773-2424

fax 207-773-2422
VAVW .1 ndependentaudio.com
infoi independentaudio.com
Circle (252) on Free Into Card

MGE UPS Systems
UPS
Galaxy 3000: Three-phase, online 10kVA to 30kVA UPS
is compatible with all major industrial and network
communications protocols, offers a full graphical -user -
interface display, and reports all input/output voltage
combinations. Offers a unique ECO mode operating at
97 -percent efficiency. Advanced inverter technology
restricts total harmonic distortion to less than 3 percent.
Also features a contained, scalable design extra
options cabinets are not necessary.
714-557-1636; fax 714-557-9788: www.mgeups.com: infoemgeups.com

C rcle (258) on Free Info Card

Telescoping mast
Will -Burt
Composite Pneumatic Mast: The most recent addition
to the company's line of telescoping masts. The first mast
available from the company in a nonconductive material.
Weighs 20 -percent less than other masts, is equipped
with more rigid tubing and offers a greater lifting capac-
ity, up to 50 -percent more than conventional aluminum
masts. Offers a lower height. requires fewer sections and
has no external keyways.

330-682-7015: fax 330-684-1190
www.willburt.com: mastlite@willburt.com

Circle (256) on Free Info Card

Digital audio storage and playback system
Fairlight USA
CoStar: Employs system architecture based on the
Central Archive principle using Client -Server technolo-
gy and is designed for managing the capture, storage,
distribution, editing and broadcasting of audio and text
for radio and Internet broadcast organizations.

800-4-FAIRLIGHT; fax 323-465-0080
mail@falrlightesp.com.au
www.fairlightesp.com.au

Circle (259) on Free Info Card

"Video
killed the
radio star"

Witness the
Resurrection...

www.musicmusicmusic.com

Breathing life
back into radio...

 Database
 Music on Your Web Site

 Ready To Go Radio

Geri Rockstein
C irecior, Broadcast Division

eri@musacm usicm u sic . corn
phone (416) 537-2165

www.-nusicmusicmusic.com

www.beradio.com
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New Products
Six -channel headphone amp
Symetrix

A 506E: Functions as a control center for headphone monitoring, featuring a
stereo program input, a mono cue point and six unbalanced outputs. Front -panel
input controls include pushbutton selection of stereo or mono program input. In
mono mode, one signal fed to either the left or right input will feed both outputs.
Two different mono signals fed to the left and right inputs will be mixed to feed
the left and right outputs. Switching to mono mode while receiving a stereo input
can provide a quick check of the mono compatibility ofa stereo mix. Stereo mode
allows the left and right inputs to feed the left and right outputs.

425-787-3222; fax 425-787-3211; vnvw.symetrixaudlo.com; symetrixesymetrixaudio.com
Circle (266) on Free Info Card

Hard -disk audio archiving
Zenon Media
Air heck: A stand-alone product that allows you to archive transmissions for an
extended period. Operates on Windows NT; all audio data is recorded to the
system's hard disk. Recording of audio data is achieved via a Sound Blaster or a
compatible audio card using a compression algorithm. Depending on the
compression rate, different bandwidths can be achieved. Bandwidths range from
4kHz in mono to 20kH7 stereo.

49 78 52 91 33 0; fax +49 78 52 91 33 35; www.zenon.d
Circle (271) on Free Info Card

Software
VDP
VidCAD2000: h
features. Multiple t
be worked on simu.
ging and dropping it
tween drawings. Delete
or renumbered cables ca
matically updated in all
within a project in seconds -

those that are open. Hundre,
drawings can be updated in secot
which prevents users from forgt
ting to update key drawings. Nearly
all properties of AutoCAD entities
are available in one dockable toolbar.
Pop-up menus and shortcut keys
make accessing functions easier.
WYSIWYG plotting is now available.
Editing of title blocks has been sim-
plified. Users of the included Au-
toCAD 2000 OEM engine can now
type all commands and shortcut keys
to expedite tasks.

800-VIDCAD-6; fax 505-524-9669
www.vidcad.com

Circle (267) on Free Info Card

"ttligiStor II is here!

An all new digital audio recorder
with dozens of uses!

Perfect for network news delay, traffic reports, translator IDs,
spot insert. call -in telephone info lines. message -on -hold. news
& actuality lines, etc.

All the features of the "original" DigiStor, plus greatly improved
performance,

8 messages. 8 or 16 minutes recording time. 6.5 kHz
bandwidth. 60dB S/N. Phone coupler included.
In Stock.

EE HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
TEL: 626.355.3656
FAX: 626.355.0077
www.henryeng.com

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com

r 7c '1

L .4
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DIF digital I/O. Powered by Lexicon's proprietary Lexichip, the MPX 500 has 240 presets with

programs such as Ambience, Plate, Chamber and Inverse, as well as Tremolo, Rotary, Chorus,

5.5 -second Delay and Echo. Dual -channel processing allows control of completely

the left and right channels.
781-280-0300; fax 781-280-0490; www.Iexicon.com

Circle (260) on Free Info Card

: Features wideband design
--**** 1"techniques. Frequency adjustment

is easily achieved by internally set
direct reading dial switches - no
further tuning is required. Uses the
SBS ultra linear modulator to pro-
vide superb sound reproduction
with freedom from overshoots and
artifacts. With its effective VSWR
foldback system, it will operate
into any load without damage. Con-
servatively rated components are
used, ensuring high reliability and
giving good efficiency. Available in
four versions: mono input with lim-
iter (FM10/M), stereo inputs with
encoder and limiters (FM10/5), AES-
3 stereo input without limiters
(FMIO/AESEBU) and a multiplex
input (FM10)

352-622-7700; fax 352-629-7000
www.bgsfl.com

Circle (265) on Free Info Card

CD -R duplicator
MediaFORM
CD -5400L: A manual stand-alone
CD -R duplication system. Its advanced
features allow duplication of up to
four CDs simultaneously, each in less
than 7min. One -button operation
makes the CD -5400L simple to use
while duplicating all current CD for-
mats, from an original (master), local-
ly stored hard -drive image, or import
from another source. 12X/8X select-
able SmartDrive2 makes for light-
ning -fast and exact image copies. In
one hour, the CD -5400L is capable of
duplicating at least 34 CDs based on
a full 650MB master CD.

800-220-1215: fax 610-458-9554
www.mediaforrn.com:infoOmediaform.com

cie 1261) on Free Info Card

The RJ-45, CAT -5 Analcg'Digital
Shielded Wiring Solution.

6oi Heron [ride
Bridgeport, N3w ersey 08014
(856) 467 -Soso phone
(856) 467-=0.44 fax
www.radio5ystens.com

www.beradio.com
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Equipment a little out of date?
All) fib

01/4

Update t) Digital the SmartW v!

Nothing to buy!
No obsolescence!
No tql front lash!

Lok on '

www.smartsbrimdcast.com/sn a twaN
?4,7 F6r ritailsf

Phone 800 747-6278

4/111M-1=1
Broadcast S stems

Circle (145) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

ULTRA -CLEAN PROCESSING

1 61 ntMinn

V 0:
' ' . '  1.1

The Ultramod FM is a self contained split -band stereo

FM processor. with an input AGC, a split -band

compressor -expander and an

ultra transparent digital stereo generator.

Also includes a built-in composite compressor.

Designed to help you compete in your

market at a price you will like.

Contact us for details or call your dealer.

broadcasttech com

Broadcast Technology Company
O. Box 751  Lamar, CO 8106.  (719) 336-3902  Fax. (719) 336-9473

Syntrillium~
Pro EQ p: Nb

1,14/
-wee

A Cool Edit 2000 accessory:
professional yet affordable audio re-
cording and editing application for
Windows 9x, NT, and 2000. Allows
Cool Edit users to apply a subtle or
extreme frequency bias with the
10-, 20-, or 30 -band Graphic Equal-
izer. Boost or cut up to five bands
with adjustable widths and center
frequencies with the Parametric
Equalizer. Take out a hum or tone
with the Notch Filter. Apply low-
pass, high-pass and other IIR filters
with the Scientific Filters. Shape that
audio, sweeten it, bring it forward,
send it back and
cial effects.

602-941-4327; fax 602-941-8170
www syntrillium.com

salesa syntrillium.com
Circle (269) on Free Info Card

School -closing software
Scott Studios
Automated School Closing Re-
porter: Have school closing and
delay information that is 100 -per-
cent accurate. Immune to pranks
through Scott Studios' use of Caller
ID technology and pre -authorized e-
mail address security as well as secret
code number assignments that are
different for every administrator. ASCR
gives your station easy -to -handle and
well -organized school closing/delay
lists five ways: to a laser printer in
your air studio; to existing (or new)
screens in your air and news studios;
HTML webpage listings to your sta-
tion's website and/or Scott Studio's
(www.schoolclose.net); sends a
voiced report to a Scott System for
unattended broadcast; and answers
your listener phones and gives school
closing reports.

800 -SCOTT -7"; fax 972-620-8811
www.scor.studios.c DM

Circle (254) c.1 Free Info Card
Circle (146) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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New Products
Webcasting audio processor
Orban

Optimod 6200S: Helps create a signature sound by adapting processing to the technical demands of the
medium. Offers increased loudness, improved intelligibility and a consistent audio presentation. Delivering audio
over the Web means
variable medium
bandwidths. The unit
optimizes the use of
the bandwidth with-
out compromising the performance of the perceptual encoders, giving you a polished, professional, competitive
sound. Evens out variations in programming levels and achieves equalization from source to source while boosting
loudness. Works with all types of
streaming algorithms to deliver dis-
tinctive programming content. An
A/B comparison of processed and
unprocessed Internet sound is avail-
able on the company's website.

510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500
www.orban.com

custsery orban.com
Circle (253) on Free Into Card

Multipack CD -R
HUM

A CDR80 Silver BULK: CD -R disc
is unbranded and supplied in conve-
nient, 50 -disc cake packs, making it
easier to handle and store than con-
ventional, shrink-wrapped discs.
Packaged in quantities of 50, five
cake packs are supplied in a master
carton for a total of 250 discs. Fully
complies with Orange Book spec-
ifications, ensuring compatibility
with a wide range of recorders and
players. Suitable for use in writers
from 1 x to 12 X speed. Total ca-
pacity is 700Mb or 80min and uses
Phthalocyanine dye. The unbrand-
ed surface is ideal for adding text or
graphics from a felt pen, label or
thermal printer.

310-319-1111; fax 310-319.1311
www.hhb.co.uk

sales@ hhbusa.com
Circle (272) on Free Info Card

NSN Keeps Your

Network UP!
Building the world's rno ,t
advanced satellite delivery
platform available to the
radio inr.usiy.

Cal 'is to find o why
bo:h the sn.all regional
and the nation's
largest networks
it Ize NSN

800-345-VSAT(8728)
303.925.1708

email: sales@rsn.net
www.r_sn.net

NSW
A Clear Channel Communications Company

www.beradio.com

Circle (147) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Simply Gfab that C Ile
and put 'em On -the -A

innkeeper 1 Digital Hybrid
Desktop List
Price S780.00

 The perfect hybrid for analog telephone lines.
 True separation of send and receive audio.
 DSP automatically adapts to line conditions.

19" rack mount or 11" desktop version.
 Optional desktop keypad.

JftudiOtmaodtceast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com
800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

Circle (148) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

MIN

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW.

MODULES FROM lOW TO 700W

RSilicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438

New
Digital radio console
Wheatstone Corp

D-700: Has a
powerful master
control module
and additional
output module,
giving every
channel two stereo auxiliary send controls. Each may be
pre- or post -fader and pre- or post-on/off. Stores and
recalls up to 99 user presets. Settings can be stored for
individuals and dayparts as well as daily or seasonal
events. Includes an advanced, multi -level security sys-
tem, giving each operator a code and level of access.

252-638-7000, fax 252-637-1285
www.wheatstone.com;sales@wheatstone.com

Circle (268) cn Free Info Card

CD replicator
TASCAM/Teac Professional
CD-D4000MKII: Reads CD -R or CD-RW masters and
duplicates at lx, 2X or 4X speeds. Duplicates data
CDs and audio CDs. The Play Disc feature allows users
to plug in headphones and verify the status of an audio
CD. A test burn can be done to ensure master disc high-
speed read capability. Housed in a 2U, 19 -inch rack-

mount enclosure and encompasses a CD-ROM drive and
1 X8X 24 CD -R drive. Its simple interface and compact
rackmount design make it at home in any studio and
with all levels of users

323-726-0303; fax 323-727-7635
www.tascam.com;tascamlit@tascam.com

Circle (255) on Free Into Card

Surge suppressor, power conditioner
New Frontier Electronics
1111 SX15-NE/RT and SX20-NE/RT: Similar to the
company's orig-
inal SX15-NE
and SX20-NE,
these units add
an impedance -
tolerant filter
board with re-
mote capability.
Both units are
housed in a 12"
X12" X4" NEMA enclosure and meet the National
Electric Code for plenum installation. SX15-NE/RT and
SX20-NE/RT are capable of 15A and 20A capacities
respectively. Maximum applied surge pulse voltage is
6000V. Maximum applied surge pulse current is greater
than 100,000A. Remote turn -on capability is enabled by
a hardwired connection to a separate terminal block.
There is an output voltage source for connection to a
remote LED status indicator.

215-862-9344; fax 215-862-0270; www.frontierelec.com
anew@frontierelec.com

Circle (273) on Free Info Card
Circle (149) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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www.antex.com
Antex Electronics: If you're looking for the most versatile, best -
sounding sound cards for broadcast applications, it's time to look at
Antex. Browse through Antex's complete line of analog and digital -
ready products, read independent product reviews, get in-depth
technical information, check out high -end applications of Antex
products in the Sound Advice newsletter and buy products securely
online. Already a customer? Download drivers, software, owners
manuals and more.

SW" MIN
=

Everything you need for your studio project...
In one p10.1. Reedy to order new!

37.1 us  Nap. omens, may 
eionoseme Mesh Pe [Weems on Se p Penn to De awe i
nee h wMM Esinin-Surni

loom s_e,te samortre O - Mt. ,lents ouldom

FoOpoa Pnapt

P. I 11OPIIR,

ti
www.systemstore.com

SystennStone.cont Doing your own studio systems project? [his
site has everything you need, including advice! Assembled by the
experienced staff at RDA Systems, the site has over 2600 items
including racks, cable, connectors, cable ties, D -rings and punch -
blocks, all from well-known names like Belden, Gepco, StudioHub,
Panduit, and Neutrik, and much, much more. New items are added
daily and everything is available for ordering on-line!

Jr

6Logitek
Digital with a Better Difference

_ at t boa in invent ono, I an 1:.^}.1
poeiva...141... ay... IS mood rob if rod P11..fei odx

Mai thiuMvs Mae T28 emblem

Loeigem. vascr.dd

www.logitekaudio.com
Logitek Electronic Systems: Manufacturer of digital audio consoles
plus a full line of audio meters. Visit our website for information on
the NUMIX, ROC -5 and ROC -10 digital audio consoles. You'll also
find information on our DSP-based audio meters, offering a range of
displays while conforming to IEC standard ballistics. Logitek -
digital with a better difference!

to the Wek,
mmoc=re *Os ma *eel &OW ORM( 01 Manny

Mee. nil.% Ow pod Oo ostoorpoolft pm -10,

www.musicmusicmusic.com
musitmusicmusic: We bring our database of music to you, with the
absolate best in Internet music delivery. By employing cutting edge
technology, we provide turnkey solutions for all of your music
database needs, as well as Web design, completely customized
music for your website and a wide range of promotional tools. Be a
part of the future of Internet music now. Check out our website at
www.musicmusicmusic.com.

Conn. ono

Owns

OMT Technologies

Home

filediaTouch
.4..

roe voar Station into tae

uneeva warn ii....lentievlans Mien

WWW.oill t . iw t
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pewides
radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for live assist
or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast experience,
MediaTouch has innovative software solutions starting as low as
$995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new products and find
out how our clients sound better and save money with our unsurpassed
quality, reliability and support

Cstraor Aiwa, (' nmpan,

RadsoSolt Releases:
CoinStady V 2.2 September 7, 1999

cemstirn V 1.5 V September 9, 1999
FCC Pin hese.. r.,niStudy July 2. 1999,

Upcoming Shows:
. APCO Fegional,  orbits Christi, February 16 - 17, 2000
 CTIA New Orleara, February 28 - March 1, 2000, Booth
1952

IWCE Los Vegas, March 22 - 21, 2000, Booth 365
. NAB Lae Vegas, April 2000
. UTC Phoenix, hies 25 - 27, 2000, Booth 415
. APCO Eoston, Manzi 13 - 17, Booth 2338

www.radiosoft.com
RacioSoft: The industry leader in the development of radio engineering
software. Fifteen years of software development have been brought
together in ComStudy 2.2, today's leading software package. This
leading edge technology is being used by federal agencies, state
agencies, coordinating bodies broadcasting stations as well as many
two-way radio and cellular planers. Visit our website and see thi 
very latest radio engineering software.

www.beradio.com July 2000 BE Radio 79



Making Business Easier

Clayton McMillan is the
President of McMillan
Broadcast Services in
Lake Mary, FL.

"I run a broadcast

consulting cor'pany that
does production

coordination for radio

and television.

"I keep fa rly busy,

and BE Radio helps me
find products that are

more compac-. to help

BFze.40.
The Radio Technology Leader
An INTERTEMPRIMI DIA Publication

1011

Complete
Solution...
for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

C16475
DATALIN

with modem and voice support

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATE'S

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn

me get the job done.
BE Radio is very

informative. It gives me

new ideas for making my

job easier."

Clayton McMillan
President
McMillan Broadcast Services

Photo: courlPsy of
Communicatons Engineer ng

MTN
American Society of

Business Publication Editors

BE Radio
an award -winning publication

The American Society of
Business Publication Editors
has honored the magazine

with a silver regional

and bronze national award
for the July 1999

Product Source cover design.

Circle (150) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273

1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (159) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

TRANSCOM CORP.
-a to - if . - :

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE AT
www.frnarntv.com

SENT- YOUR F MAIL R14)11FSTS TO trans.comWmaint% corn

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote!

zzF
.tgE.

100 W FM 1985
I KW FM 1981
2 KW FM 1996
2 KW FM 1984
2.5 KW FM 1976
3 KW FM 1975
5 KW FM 1985
5 KW FM 1989
5 KW FM 1978
5 KW FM 1967
6 KW FM 1994
12 KW 1 \I 1996
20 KW FM 1980
20 KW FM 1988
22 KW FM 1978

I KW AM 1979
I KW AM 1979
I KW AM 1993
5 KW AM 1984
5 KW AM 1980
5 KW AM 1982
10 KW AM 1978
25 KW AM 1985
50 KW AM 1997
50 KW AM 1978
50 KW AM 1982

Harris FM 100K Single Phase
Harris FM IK

BE FM 2C Solid State Single Phase
Harris FM 2.5 K
Collins 83ID Single Phase
CSI FM 3000E
Harris FM 5K
Harris HT -5 Single Phase
RCA BTF 5ES2
Collins 830E
Henry 6000D
CCA 12.000 GZ
Harris FM2OK

CCA FM 20,000G
Collins 831G2

Harris MWIA Single Phase
Harris MWIA Single Phase

Continenta13I4TSolid State SinglePhase

Harris SX5
Harris MW5A
Continental 315R-1
Harris BC 10H
CSI T -25-A
Harris DX50-Solid State
Continental 317C -I
Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454. 215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361

A

L

L
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Y

Circle (153) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

www.beradio.com

Circle (151) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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THE ANTENNA IS DH.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
WHAT MORE COULD

YOU ASK FOR?

3m Antenna
w/48" Ring Mount

Quick Delivery!
Easy Assembly!

Delivered Right To The Job Site!
Call Now!
Satellite)

600 North Marquette Rd
Praine du Chien W 53821

1-800-627-9443
Fax: 608-326-4233

Internet designhomes comkthsat html corn

Circle (154) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Interested in
Digital Audio Workstations?

THE DAW
BUYERS GUILE
A buyers totklo to digital audio
workstations and Minks* rocoolont

If you need to know what's on

the market, The DAW Buyers Guide

is your answer!

How man) trade shows,

magazines, telephone calls and

Internet searches would it take to find

everything that's out there? Then

how long would it take to compile all

that inIbmiation into an easily

comparable format? And then what

about all that missing info?

Don't worry - we've done the

hard work for you!

The DAW Buyers Guide from independent consultants SYPHA includes

details olo% er 300 digital audio workstations and tapeless recorders and

covers not only existing systems. but those yet to be launched.

It's comprehensive, it's invaluable and it's only 534.95 - shipping

and handling. For more detai is contact SYPHA Tel 744 20 8761 1042;

Fax -44 20 8244 8'58: email sypha/if compuserve.com.

The DAW Buyers Guide is available through NAB Publications,

w \1.nah.org nabstore, or direct from SYPHA and other booksellers

Norldwide.

Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

011111111111111MIllir
10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs. 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

k11111111111r
8x1 DAS

Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.
2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information, list pricing

and a list of distributors!

SS 3.1

Passive switching/routing with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio. video. or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio. video, or AES/EBU outputs. or
vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: btiebroadcasttools.com Voice: 360.428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 .6719

BROADCASTt o o Is
Circle (155) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

Get up to 12 couplers in a neat, compact chasis

> Auto answer & disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.

> Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/0.

' The aux. audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds. etc.

> Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.
Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.
Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.

%- LED indicators for ring.
clipping, power & online.

> Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals.
nnnnmnn

cw
uuuLJUULI

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12

lists for about $200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3'd Place

Gainesville. Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Circle (156) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Protect Your Investment
ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

(landler, IN 47610
www.ERlinc.com

Circle (157) on Free info Card or online at www.beradio.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price S1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

G
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Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional I)TMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs,outputs for computer, remote

signboard & character generator
 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are

transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation

 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment

 2 year warranty
2 minutes of digital audio storage

25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimgre gor man-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthe%i;-,cd

I- tuned radios, remote signboards, cables Or inierconnectioa, Character generators.

Circle (158) on Free Info Card or online at www.beradio.com
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PROFESSIONAL SERVIC

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
Available in loose-leaf print,
disk, and CD-ROM.
CA800-255-8131.

Rules
covered:

1,11,
17,25,
26,27,
73,74,
79,101

JOHN H. BAITISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Services

ELECTRONICS
UVI 1 RESEARCH, INC.

ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

www.ERlinc.com

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

requelx, tun hr. .1,1 l,ouLneo,n
Uki fM CAP. 111., ll'IV

I MC Iou FCC 4nd Eufopr4n III I.)

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
E-maa: mtotlowlerg.com 1-800-797-1338F. (763)785-4631

8899 Mas9ngs ST NE. Ilmne. MN 55449 (763)7954115 Mernbef AiCCE

13}P.A4t/
Brian Huber

800-896-9939
Classified Advertising Manager

Hamack Engineering, Inc.
Accurate Engineering for Broadcasters

I MACK

Kirk Harnack
(800)366-7618

kirk@harnack.corn
www.harnack.com

D.L. MARKLEY
8 Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104WestMossAve.
Peoria,Illinois61604

(309)673-7511
FAX

Member AFCCE

For Sale

ITC Cart Recorders
Parts & Service

Now At

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

(800) 848-4428

r
just
Think...
...if this had been your
ad, you'd have a prospect
right now!
Call Brian Huber at 800-
896-9939 to place your
ad today.

We can create a custom
reprint for any marketing effort
without breaking your budget.

For a quote call:
Jenny Eisele

Phone: 913-967-1966
Fax: 913-967-1901

Applied Wireless.
providing options

PO Box 926

A
Ap,predwirdess tel.: 301.865.1011

Las.! 301 865 4422
Kevin McNamara eree,i .
President 4 CEO

New Market, MD 217'

Inc

RUSS

BERGER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING,

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS,

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

oil
HEiWt

2111Els

plu,k

mks

"ST'

972

972,S3a

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
800-896-9939

LA-JI

Make your ad
stand out!
Try color!
Call Brian at

888-896-9939 for
more information.

84 BE Radio July 2000 wwvv.beradio.com



Advertiser Index
l'aa

Nunk.

Reader

Sen..
Numb.

Adveniser
[iodine

AETA Audio 12 108 973-659-0555

Antex Electronics 46 122 800-338-4231

Aphex Systems 49 125 818-767-2929

Audiosonix 23 114 802-728-0044

Aztec Radiomedia 50 126 703-875-9100

Broadcast Electronics 5 105 217-224-9600

Broadcast Electronics 48 124 217-224-9600

Broadcasters Gen Store 53 128 352-622-7700

Broadcast Software Intl 56 131 888-BSI-USA1

Brdcst Supply Worldwide 63 137 800-426-8434

Broadcast Technology ... 72 146 719-336-3902

Broadcast Tools 82 155 360-428-6099

CCA Electronics 13 109 770-964-3530

Circuitwerkes 83 156.. 352-335-6555

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc. 70 143 800 -COAXIAL

CornrexCorp. 7 106 800-237-1776

Comrex Corp. 31 118 800-237-1776

Crown Broadcast 19 113 219-294-8000

D H Satellite 82 154 608-326-8406

Dielectric 47 123 207-655-4555

Digigram 62 136 703-875-9100

Digital Media Net 11 714-424-6100

Digital Media Net 20-21 714-424-6100

Digital Media Net 27 714-424-6100

Digital Media Net 33 714-424-6100

Electronic Assoc. 80 150 915-595-3103

Enco Systems 57 132 800E7JCO-SYS

ERI - Elec Research Inc 83 157 812-925-6000

ESE 81 153 310-322-2136

Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 83 158 740-593-3150

HarrisCorp 3 104 800-622-0022

Henry Engineering 70 142 626-355-3656

Hero Radio 45 121 972-447-9115

Sinks,

Rada
Service

Number

Advents.
Ilodine

Industry Click 44 120 .. 816-300-0323

Intertec Publisning 80,82 800-288-8606

J K Audio 74 148 800-JKA-UDIO

Kintronic Labs 18 112 423-878-3141

Klotz Digital 9 107 678-966-9900

Logitek 60 134 800-231-5870

Mediatouch 24 115 . 204-786-3994

Moseley Assoc. 25 116 805-968-9621

musicmusicmusic 69 141 .. 416-537-2165

NAB Broadcasters 35-43 202-429-5350

Neurnam 67 140..860-434-5220

NPR Satellite Sery 15 110 202-414-2620

NSN Network Sery 73 147 303-925-1708

OMBAmerica 65 139 305-477-0974

Prophet Systems 32 119 877-774-1010

Radio Computing Sery 51 127 914-428-4600

Radio Systems 71 144 856-467-8000

RF Specialties 54 129 816-628-5959

Satellite Export 61 135 517-629-5990

SBS 87 102

Scott Studios Corp. 55 130 800-726-8877

Shively Labs 81 159 207-647-3327

Sierra Automated Sys 59 133 818-840-6749

Silicon Valley Pwr Amp 74 149 408-986-9700

Sine Systems 64 138 615-228-3500

Smarts Broadcast 72 145 800-747-6278

T e le wave Inc. 30 117 800-331-3396
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Last Byte

Living on the edge
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

Today's DSL lines and cable modems may soon be
joined by broadband wireless services. As home
networks penetrate domestic media systems, broad-

band connectivity demands will soar, with multiple
streaming -media offerings simultaneously delivered to
different receivers around the house via broadband
so the hype tells us.
There are no problems with this scenario

at the consumer end. Such systems are
working relatively well already and will
only improve over time. Nor is there any
insurmountable difficulty at the streaming

source, as some broad-
casters are already aware. Each con-
tent provider must simply scale up to
the demand required, using decen-
tralized hosting resources (to avoid
the clogging of a single site). Rather,
the ultimate technical obstacle to a
broadband streaming -media future is
the Internet itself. Using even the
rosiest projections of capacity growth,
the Internet will have difficulty sup-
porting a widespread, broadband
streaming -media future.

Assume that a CD -quality audio service requires a
100kb/s stream and that a popular, globally accessible
stream of this quality may attract 100,000 simultaneous
users. The 10Gb/s of resulting traffic from this service
alone would occupy more than 5 percent of the entire
Internet backbone. Today's state-of-the-art long -haul
connections (OC-192) are nearing the edge of optical
physics and are not likely to be pushed much further.
Even allowing for some growth if a single, popular
channel takes up anywhere close to 5 percent of the
Internet's capacity, the broadband promise of a nearly
infinite number of high -quality media channels will
certainly be hard to realize.

Or

cast IP is now considered a nearly defunct concept.
Others might question how important it is to bridge

these gateways. After all, aren't most users connected to
just a handful of dominant service providers and there-
fore sitting inside network boundaries where such choke
points will not affect them? Surprisingly, this is not the

case. If you measure
Internet traffic by the
bit, not by the user, no
single network is dom-
inant. In fact, only 10
networks worldwide
carry more than 1 per-

cent of Internet traffic on a given day, with the biggest
networks carrying only 6 percent of the total Internet
traffic. The rest of the traffic is spread across hundreds of
other, smaller networks. This implies that the vast major-
ity of traffic crosses through peering points between
networks. These peering points and the Internet back-
bone itself are significant obstacles to an unfettered
broadband streaming -media future.

using even the rosiest projections
of capacity growth, the Internet
will have difficulty supporting

a widespread, broadband
streaming -media future.

Promises, promises
Observers of streaming media might ask, "What about

Multicast IP?" Although a worthy concept, Multicast IP never
worked well outside of a LAN, and its replicating servers
could not be implemented across National Access Points
(NAPS) - the Internet gateways, or peering points, be-
tween large service providers' physical networks. This
severely limited its effectiveness and, although it could
reduce bandwidth requirements at the last mile, Multi -

Solutions
Several companies have begun addressing this problem,

proposing edge servers as a solution. Simply stated, stream-
ing -media content providers would deliver their content via
dedicated connections to host servers that lie as close to the
user as possible. Thus, the first and last miles of the
broadband path are connected via a route that bypasses the
Internet's congested gateways and long -haul paths.

Both terrestrial and satellite paths have been proposed
for these discrete routes, but the solution is not easy to
implement. Experts estimate that as many as 10,000 to
15,000 edge servers would have to be placed among
ISPs worldwide for maximum effectiveness. These serv-
ers would then have to be reliably fed with content,
effectively managed/routed/load-balanced and adequate-
ly maintained - no small feat.

These basic architectures seem strangely familiar: central
content depots feeding thousands of distributed outlets via
dedicated paths. Perhaps the hierarchical broadcast distribu-
tion model isn't as archaic as some Net -gurus have pro-
nounced it. The ultimate solution to broadband streaming
media may take elements from both old and new models,
applying the intelligence of virtual data -piping algorithms
to more traditional physical distribution methods. Neverthe-
less, broadcasters should take note: There may soon be an
edge -service provider on your vendor list.
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Mr- & M t h --IT2
 Use desirable domestic and semi -pro equipment in the studio with

no performance hit.
 Convert between balanced and unbalanced formats with excellent

noise and distortion specifications.
 Match -IT interfaces recorders and Match -1T2 serves two

playback -only machines.
 All channels have wide-ranging gain controls with precise multiturn

adjustment.
 Five year warranty.

*IIIErri 1Aqr.."

I5 Match -11

s. go

' 0
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Mc -'T
 An extremely high performance dual microphone preamplifier
 Pecked with features - powerful anti -hum fitter, protected 48V

phantom power - and a wide gain range with t_Yr multiturn controls.
 Unique output mode switch allows mixing of two mics or encoding to

L+R/L-R - all in one box.
 Replace inferior preamps in PC soundcards, -nixing desks and recorders.
 Five year warranty.

DA
 Distribute audio to widely diffenng loads, shielding each against faults on

all others.
 Eight outputs with individual wide-ranging multitum gain controls.
 Internal mixer allows simultaneous mono and stereo distribution of the

same signal.
 Unbalance inputs or outputs with no loss of level.
 Available in a sturdy screw down case or an elegant 1U rack box - both

with a five year warranty.

4111102.11.""

L T
 Performs three processing functions in one.
 Amplify stereo signals, convert them to mono or encode to

L-4- R/L-R - at the flick of a switch.
 Invaluable for remote broadcasts, hire or wherever needs keep changing.
 E>icellent audio performance with ultra -low nose and distortion in al'

modes.
 Five year warranty.

L rn T
 The essential clean sounding microphone or mono line limiter
 Easy to install in line with a microphone or into the effects loop - input

and output accept mic or line levels.
 Protects equipment from overload and rookie operators from

embarrassment!
 FET gain reduction with a complex time -constant circuit gives none of

the harshness aPsninated with simpler designs.
 Five year warranty.

Lm T
 Two channel line level hrn ter

 Ideal for gain equalization or
 Stereo or independent dual

reduction.
 Dose matching of channels

performance in all modes.
 Five year warranty.

taklirrs-11

. iree' .0111  .4111111

with the same Emooth, clean sound as the

light processing of FM, TV and studio sound.
mono operation with visible indication of gain

in stereo mode - excellent audio

, Putting the PRO bad< into PROfessional Audio
No wall warts! No cheap plastic cases! ND nasty single turn pots! Ard not a bit of epoxy in aght.

Broadcasters General Store
Phone 352-622-7700
Fax 352-622-7000
www.bgsfl.com
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The Leading m1PnE
WHEATSTONE'S D-600 is the DIGITAL

CONSOLE with the features you NEED!
It can control our digital AES routing switcher and

display source information right above each
fader. It can receive serial commands
from your station's auto-
mation system,
displaying
track and cut
IDs; it can even
store and recall
channel setups
directly from its
control surface
-all without the
use of an external PC.

Each individual channel can have multiple para-
metric equalization, limiting, ducking and digital gain
settings-complete with preset recall-a great feature
for your production suite or demanding on -air talent.

Its LED metering system provides dual readouts
showing full scale digital peak and calibrated VU or PPM

ballistics, so you can derive maximum
benefit from its 24 -bit architecture. You

can even have in -line channel VU and
gain reduction metering!

The D-600
allows you to
smoothly

transition into
digital technology

without upsetting
your entire organization

and retraining your whole
staff. THIS IS A TRULY

EXCITING CONSOLE!
Advanced technology,

system inlegration and high reliability
WHEATSTONE has the LEADING EDGE!

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857
email: sales@wheatstone.com
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